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Storage researchers and developers strive towards creating systems that store and retrieve data in correct, efficient, available, reliable, durable, fault-tolerant and cost-effective manner. Achieving these desirable properties for all I/O requests is a very hard challenge. I/O classification is an effective technique to mitigate this. I/O requests can be categorized based on their properties and better quality of service, performance and reliability be provided to the important I/O classes. This dissertation develops three novel non-invasive I/O classification techniques that work with many different file systems without significant additional implementation effort. Non-invasive techniques that do not require extensive modifications to existing systems face little resistance while making their way into current storage systems.

We build three diverse applications using our novel non-invasive I/O classification techniques. Our first application, called David, accurately emulates huge, and possibly futuristic, storage disks using a small physical disk with the aid of storage models. Since benchmark applications do not use actual I/O content from real applications, David uses our technique to identify and persistently store only the file system metadata I/O. Sky, our second application, is a hypervisor extension that improves the performance of caching and deduplication systems by gathering insights about guest I/O workloads using system-call interception. Smart caching gives higher priority to small files and file system metadata while smart deduplication differentially treats encrypted and file-copy I/O requests. Finally, we study the corruption resilience of the check-and-repair tools in three modern NoSQL distributed stores – Cassandra, MongoDB and Riak – and use
what we learned to build DSCK, a framework for improving their corruption resilience. We empirically show that these tools have poor corruption resilience. We then analyze the on-disk files of these systems and use what we learned to guide the design of DSCK. DSCK classifies I/O at file-granularity and transparently replicates and checksums only a selected set of files for corruption resilience. We use DSCK to build DSCK_{Cassandra}, a check-and-repair tool for Cassandra, that imposes low overheads but significantly improves corruption resilience.
Abstract

Storage systems that can efficiently and reliably handle the vast amounts of data being generated today are the need of the hour. Data plays a crucial role in our daily lives. Storage developers and researchers need to constantly innovate to keep up with the challenge posed by the tremendous growth of data - it is expected that the size of all the data used by humans will grow to be 163 ZB by 2025 [157]. It is also equally important to get these innovations into real existing storage systems. Non-invasive innovations that do not extensively alter an existing storage system are easier to be adopted into existing storage systems because of the ease to deploy and maintain them. Moreover, non-invasive solutions that work with different configurations of a storage system without the need for significant additional effort are much more likely to become a part of existing storage systems.

I/O classification is an effective technique to tackle some of the problems posed by the vast amounts of data. I/O classification can be defined as the process of grouping I/O requests into different classes based on their properties and processing them differently in order to enhance various desirables like performance [22, 131, 187, 189, 208], reliability [73, 188], better security [186, 187, 189] and easier storage administration [73]. For example, a file system could classify I/O requests based on the destination file’s properties in order to enable replication, encryption and compression only for certain files. I/O classification provides better service to only the important I/O classes.

This dissertation develops three new non-invasive I/O classification techniques
that work with many different file systems without requiring significant additional effort. Non-invasive techniques do not require pervasive changes across the storage stack and interfaces which makes them easier to adopt in existing storage systems. We then use these techniques to develop three novel applications in diverse areas such as benchmarking, virtual machines and distributed storage.

David, our first application, is an emulator that allows benchmarking futuristic large storage devices with existing small disks. The key observation used by David is that most benchmarking applications do not use the actual data from real applications but they stress the disk using an I/O pattern similar to the real application they represent. Therefore, David avoids storing the benchmark application’s data on disk but instead just stores the file system metadata on disk in a space-efficient fashion. David therefore needs only a fraction of the actual disk space used by the benchmark application. David uses an accurate model of the emulated disk to respond to the I/O requests from the benchmark application after a sufficient delay corresponding to the amount of time the emulated disk would have needed to service that particular I/O request.

David heavily relies on accurately classifying application data from file system metadata. To achieve this, we develop a novel technique based on the observation that: all user data requests originate from the userspace through system calls but file system metadata I/O requests originate from the kernel. Our technique first captures the physical addresses of pages behind I/O related write system calls in a hash table. Subsequently, David, when handling an I/O request to an emulated disk, checks for the presence of an I/O request’s backing page in the hash table to decide if the I/O request contains user data. David is able to accurately emulate large storage disks for many workloads with less than 3% error. We believe that the error rate can be further reduced with more accurate storage models of the emulated disk.

Sky, our second application, is a hypervisor extension that implements a smart caching and deduplication system using I/O classification insights that it gathers about
guest I/O applications. Sky uses the virtualization extension in modern processors to intercept the entry and exit of I/O related system calls in the guest VM and analyzes their arguments and return values to gather insights. Sky is able to classify I/O requests based on: the size of the associated files, whether they contain user data or file system metadata, are they likely to be encrypted and are they part of a file copy. The overheads imposed by Sky is small enough to improve the performance of a cache using an LRU policy for various workloads running on virtualized storage: a file name search workload runs 3.6 to 4.6 times faster, a TPC-H query runs 2.3 to 8.8 times faster, a file copy on a deduplicated storage is 5.5 to 8.3 times faster and finally, a file encryption on a deduplicated storage is 4.5 to 18.7 times faster.

DSCK, our third application, is a framework that helps implement corruption-resilient check and repair tools for distributed NoSQL storage systems. DSCK relies on classifying I/O requests based on the destination file’s semantic information to facilitate implementing a better check and repair tool. DSCK uses a policy configuration file that specifies classification using file-path prefixes, patterns and suffixes. In building DSCK, we first study the corruption resilience of existing check and repair tools that come with three popular distributed storage systems - Cassandra, MongoDB and Riak - that significantly differ from each other in their design. Our study shows that the current tools for Cassandra and MongoDB have very poor corruption resilience. Riak has better corruption resilience but still has issues. We also study the corruption-resilience capability of these distributed systems guided by the following questions: how are files laid out on the disk?, what type of semantic information do the files contain?, how hard is to recover a file after corruption?, and does a file have checksums to aid detecting a corruption?

We design DSCK by using the observations and learnings from our study. These distributed systems have checksums to detect corruption to most user stored data but lack checksum protection for small critical system files. These critical system files are
also hard to recover after a corruption because they often need new specialized recovery tools to be built. Our study also showed that corrupted files can be recovered using different techniques.

The three components that make up DSCK are the corruption-resilient store, the checker and the repairer. The corruption-resilient store takes advantage of the fact that all these distributed systems are written in the userspace and use standard libraries like libc and libaio to interact with the storage layer. DSCK classifies I/O requests at the library-call level in order to transparently maintain local checksummed replicas for a selected set of files. Such I/O classification is non invasive because it does not need modifications to the NoSQL store or the file system. Additionally, it does not require super-user privileges and can work with different NoSQL stores and file systems. DSCK classifies files based on the semantic file type and employs file-type specific checking and recovery. We used DSCK to build a corruption resilient check and repair tool for Cassandra, called DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}, that imposes negligible performance overhead but improves corruption resilience from 37.5\% to nearly 100\% of files stored by Cassandra; we also show that local node repair enables full-node restore in minutes rather than hours.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Digitally stored data has become an important aspect of almost all walks of human life over the past few decades. Correct, efficient, available, reliable, durable, fault-tolerant, cost-effective storage and retrieval of large quantities of data is a key building block for many of today’s businesses like stock markets, banks, e-commerce, web servers, smart phones, cloud computing, movies, entertainment, photography, education, huge scientific experiments, high performance computing, space exploration, weather forecasting and health care. This is evidence that storage technology plays a critical role in our daily lives. Storage technology has come a long way over the past few decades. For example, the cost per GB of storage has decreased from approximately 10 million USD in 1956 to 6 cents in 2013 [191]. It is imperative for storage researchers and developers to understand the production, storage and consumption of digital data in the past and present to design the storage systems of the future.

Several storage technology trends pose a huge challenge for storage designers, developers and researchers to continuously innovate and build better storage systems. On the one end, with computers becoming more and more powerful, the need for faster storage devices and other techniques to hide the storage latency is increasingly important. Over the last 30 years, the processor cycle time has improved by over 2500
times [78]. However, the magnetic disk seek time improved only by 30 times. On the other end, the amount of data generated is increasing at a staggering rate - it is projected to increase from approximately 16 ZB in 2017 to 163 ZB by 2025 [157]. Additionally, on the hardware front, a variety of new storage technologies like Phase Change Memory [221, 231], Non Volatile Memory [223], Shingled Magnetic Disks [1, 2] are on the cusp of widespread adoption. These new storage devices that have different physical properties pose challenges in designing efficient software to manage the data stored in them. The storage disk capacities has been increasing at a staggering rate over the past few decades. This dissertation takes a step towards tackling these challenges by contributing three novel applications in diverse but important areas within the realms of storage. In the following paragraphs, we will pose three problems faced today in the world of storage and introduce a solution using our novel I/O classification techniques.

**Need for scalable benchmarking:** Developing efficient storage software (e.g. file system) is a very challenging task. Scientific measurements can help evaluate different design choices and choose the right ones. Benchmarking enables a storage researcher or developer to compare competing ideas through measurements and guides the research process in the right direction by pointing out the areas that need improvement. Benchmarking shapes a field [147]. Storage software of the future must manage data efficiently on a variety of storage disk technologies. Moreover, future hard disks will have significantly higher capacity than those available today. Hard disks are doubling in capacity approximately every 2 years [91, 121]. Designing storage software for the growing disk sizes is not trivial – there are interesting problems that show up with scale. For example, the flash translation layer in solid state drives that maps logical disk blocks to physical blocks poses interesting design tradeoffs between cost, performance and complexity. How can one benchmark software on the futuristic huge capacity disks when they are not physically available yet?
A novel scalable benchmarking tool: Simulation and emulation are widely used, proven techniques for researching future systems that are not yet available [30, 33, 164]. However, simulation can hide the benefits by not capturing complex “real system” effects and by not allowing real application workloads [71]. So, we combine the two themes of benchmarking and emulation to develop a novel tool that helps efficiently benchmark software on futuristic, huge-capacity storage disks that are not yet available. Our tool uses physical storage space that is only a fraction of the emulated disk space thereby facilitating scalable benchmarking. Moreover, our tool works with many different file systems without significant additional effort. Our tool has also been used to emulate a futuristic solid state drive with a novel interface called “nameless writes” that eliminates the need for huge memory requirements within the disk [229].

Poor virtualized-storage performance and a solution: Managing vast amounts of data is a tough task that requires lot of attention. Several commercial vendors [45] have taken advantage of this opportunity by allowing customers to rent storage for costs much cheaper than buying and managing them – this is made possible by the economy of scale. Virtualization and virtual machines are part of the key technology powering this market known as “cloud computing”. Hypervisors or virtual machine monitors enable running multiple virtual machines on a single physical host. Virtual machines bring several advantages with them and one important advantage is improved resource utilization through sharing of resources among different users. There is however a performance problem with this approach – there are overheads due to virtualization and layering of software components. An effective technique to handle this is to reserve higher performance for the more important I/O – e.g. from a premium customer or for file system metadata that is essential to access data. However, it is very hard to perform such differentiation on I/O requests at the storage layer because of the lack of enough information. How can a hypervisor obtain information about I/O requests in an easily
deployable fashion without modifying storage layers and interfaces?

**Classifying I/O to improve performance:** The storage stack in the host operating system does not have any information to differentiate I/O from different customers. This is because of the standard interfaces between different layers of the storage stack that have slowly evolved over time. These interfaces are simple and robust but are also restrictive in allowing information flow to the lower levels of the storage stack. We develop a novel technique to bridge this semantic gap between layers of the virtualized storage stack using the hardware mechanism present in modern processors with virtualization extensions. We generate I/O classification insights at the hypervisor using technique and use the insights to enhance the virtualized storage performance by building smart caching and deduplication systems.

**Robust check and repair for modern NoSQL stores:** Ensuring the availability and durability of data amidst failures at the scale of terabytes and petabytes is a complex task. A research study of a large installation of approximately 1.5 million disks shows that data corruptions are not uncommon: upto 4% of drives exhibit data corruption in a period of 17 months [20]. It is very important for the storage software managing huge amounts of data to tolerate data corruptions. A specific kind of distributed storage systems called “NoSQL” stores are known for their ability to scale and store vast amounts of data. Such distributed NoSQL stores play an increasingly important role in internet-scale services and applications. For example, Apple and Netflix have thousand node installations of Cassandra NOSQL store [138]. NoSQL stores are often used in a configuration that replicates a single piece of information to three or more different nodes in isolated fault domains. The expectation is that such replication across different fault domains almost completely eliminates the possibility of data loss; any disk corruption can be repaired by using the other two replicas. However, we empirically show that these systems are not
completely resilient to corruption: they do not checksum or replicate the local metadata which is essential to access the data; they often do not use redundancy to recover from corruption; they often crash when encountering corruption [138]. We develop a framework for building corruption-resilient check and repair tools for the distributed systems. Our framework improves the corruption resilience and the corruption recovery time.

Researchers often face the challenge of innovating without the luxury of starting their design from scratch. Innovating under the constraints of the existing storage systems is more harder than developing novel solutions from scratch with complete freedom [13]. Innovations that pose fewer challenges to adopt, deploy and maintain alongside existing storage systems are more likely to attain success. We call such innovations “non-invasive” because they do not require extensive modifications across the storage stack. However, non-invasive innovations that work around existing aspects of a storage system, like its interface, often become complex and they need additional implementation effort to make them work with a different storage system. For example, they need significant changes to work with a different file system or a different storage technology like solid state drive, shingled drive etc. Non-invasive solutions that do not need additional efforts to make them work with a different configuration of the storage environment, which are the focus of this dissertation, have much higher chances of successful adoption in real storage deployments.

1.1 I/O Classification

Classifying I/O and treating them differentially is an effective technique to achieve desirable properties like better performance and quality-of-service in a storage system. While conventional storage systems treat all I/O requests similarly, I/O classification allows prioritizing and providing better service to an important subset of the I/O
requests. With the increasing usage of shared storage systems to lower the costs in infrastructure settings, I/O classification is essential to deliver on the SLAs (Service Level Agreements).

I/O classification can be defined as the process of segregating I/O requests into different classes based on their properties and processing them differently in order to enhance various desirables like performance [22, 131, 187, 189, 208], reliability [73, 188], better security [186, 187, 189] and easier storage administration [73]. For example, a storage application can classify I/O requests based on the user associated with it; an operating system can classify I/O requests based on the frequency of access to the associated content; a disk drive can classify I/O requests based on whether they contain user-supplied data or file system metadata. However, there are challenges associated with classifying I/O.

1.1.1 Challenges with I/O Classification and Past Solutions

Storage systems are made of several layers/components that talk to each other through well defined interfaces. Such modularity has several advantages like “easier development and testing”, “interchangeable implementations of modules that offer different trade-offs” and “easier prototyping of changes” [213]. I/O requests take several forms as they pass through the various layers of the storage stack. Each layer of the storage talks to the other layer through a well-defined interface that has evolved over several decades to include only the information that is needed by the majority of the use cases.

Storage interface changes that could improve only a few usage scenarios often are lost over time and do not become part of the standard interface. Some storage interfaces can accommodate new changes when needed over time while others are almost impossible to change due to reasons like necessity to modify the hardware firmware, backward compatibility, approval from the governing standards committee and the associated
implementation complexity. For example, the interface between the virtual file system (VFS) layer in Linux operating system and the actual file systems can be changed when necessary with moderate difficulty by following a standard procedure of code testing and review by others in the kernel community [108]. However, disk interfaces like ATA and SCSI [10] are much harder to change because they are governed by a standards committee that accommodates changes after a more stringent process that involves voting, thorough discussions and debate [202]. Another huge motivation to keep interfaces simple is to avoid complexity that eventually leads to implementations that are not robust and reliable. These historical trends have made storage interfaces very restrictive over time. The lower a layer is in the storage stack, the lesser the amount of information it has about the I/O request it is processing.

Storage systems are for the most part forced to treat all I/O requests similarly due to the traditionally restrictive and simple interfaces they provide. Expectations on performance and reliability for the data stored cannot be conveyed to the storage system. This is problematic because information about I/O requests is essential for making decisions that will lead to improved reliability, performance and cost benefits. This loss of information is termed as “Semantic Gap” in the storage literature and bridging this semantic gap has been actively researched [13, 22, 131, 187, 189].

One obvious solution is to make the storage interface more expressive so that the file systems can communicate more details to the storage devices [73, 129, 131, 185, 225]. However, a major hurdle to such explicit I/O classification is the required modifications across all layers and connecting interfaces of the storage stack for both generating and passing down classifications. Modification to all component layers is not feasible in many scenarios. Sometimes, the software components are not open source and cannot be changed. And in some other scenarios, the work required to implement and maintain information-passing interfaces is too high. If the interfaces are governed by standards [131] or are implemented in hardware, it is hard to get them changed. Any
new approach that requires wide-scale top-to-bottom software modification will likely be challenging to maintain and deploy for existing systems.

Other solutions advocate making the file systems learn about the internals of the storage disks and taking advantage of it or vice versa. Many solutions under this category are non-invasive because they do not involve changes to the interfaces between the storage components. Such solutions are easier to adopt, deploy and maintain when compared to those solutions that require modifying the interfaces. However, these solutions also have some disadvantages. Because such non-invasive solutions often tend to infer properties of different subcomponents of the storage system, they are embedded with the graybox [12] information about these subcomponents. This necessitates additional implementation effort to make such non-invasive solutions work with a different choice of storage subcomponents like the file system or the storage disk. Moreover, storage devices are rapidly evolving with a plethora of internal technologies, like Non-volatile Memory [223], Shingled Magnetic Disks [1, 2] and Phase Change Memory [221, 231], making it challenging to make the file systems adapt to all of them. Another impediment to such solutions is the fact that many details about the internal implementations within disks are not revealed publicly by the disk manufacturers [7, 203].

Imparting knowledge and intelligence about file systems to the storage disks has its own disadvantages. The storage disks have to learn about the on-disk data structures laid out by a variety of file systems and optimize for that. This adds more complexity to the disk firmware leading to robustness concerns. Moreover, the on-disk structures of a file system occasionally change over time and keeping the firmware updated is a cumbersome task. A bigger hurdle is posed by the less powerful memory and compute resources within the disk that need to be upgraded to handle the additional complexity thereby increasing the total disk manufacturing costs. Many hardware vendors are therefore averse to adding more complexity to the firmware.
1.1.2 Non-Invasive I/O Classification

In order to avoid the disadvantages with these earlier approaches, we achieve I/O classification using new techniques that neither change the interfaces nor require extensive modifications to support different configurations of the storage system with alternate subcomponents. Specifically, we discuss three non-invasive I/O classification techniques in this dissertation that also work with a variety of file systems without any additional implementation effort. We also use these techniques to build and evaluate novel applications in diverse areas like benchmarking, caching, deduplication and distributed system check and repair. Based on our evaluation, these techniques impose tolerable overheads making them usable in diverse scenarios like: a “scale-down” benchmarking emulator, an intelligent caching and deduplication system for virtualized storage and a corruption resilient check and repair tool for distributed storage systems. The following Sections 1.2 to 1.4 give a brief overview of the three techniques and their applications saving the details for the subsequent Chapters 2 to 4 of this dissertation.

1.2 David: Emulating Goliath Storage Devices

Benchmarking the performance of various applications and workloads on different kinds of storage devices is essential in making the right design choices when developing a storage application or a future storage device. David is a novel benchmarking tool that allows emulating large storage devices using much smaller physical storage space with the aid of an inline performance model of the large/futuristic storage device. Using David, a storage developer or researcher can benchmark applications on a variety of storage devices without having to spend huge amounts of money and effort to procure them beforehand. David can also be used to benchmark futuristic storage devices that are not yet available in the market. For example, we successfully used David to benchmark
a new solid state drive (SSD) disk that introduces a novel interface called “nameless writes” [229].

The key observation enabling emulating large storage devices using much smaller physical storage is that most benchmark applications issue I/O requests to stress the storage device as the real application does but they do not use the actual content from the real application. For example, a mailserver benchmark [103] or a fileserver benchmark [124] does not use real mail messages or file contents but only issues I/O requests that mimic the pattern of a real mailserver or fileserver application respectively. David uses this insight in order to not store the data writes in physical storage but only stores the file system generated metadata after remapping them to a different destination location on the available physical disk.

David needs to correctly classify I/O requests containing file system metadata from the data generated by the benchmark application. We use two different non-invasive I/O classification techniques. The first technique, derived from past research work on Semantically Smart Storage [3, 13], uses knowledge about the file system and interposes on the I/O requests to the disk in order to parse and interpret their content to achieve block classification. Though this technique is non-invasive and easy to adopt and deploy, it needs additional implementation effort to make it work with a new file system. This is because the details about the new file system are necessary to parse and interpret the I/O requests from that file system to perform the I/O classification.

To alleviate this, we develop a new non-invasive I/O classification technique that works with many file systems without any additional implementation effort. The key observation behind this new technique is that all data I/O requests originate from the userspace benchmark application through system calls while the file system metadata originates from the file system within the kernel. Therefore, we modify parts of the operating system in order to add the physical memory addresses of the pages behind the I/O related system calls into a hash table. Subsequently, when David intercepts
and processes the I/O requests to the emulated disk, it checks if the pages behind the I/O request are present in the hash table. Presence indicates that it is a benchmark application issued data I/O request while absence indicates that it is a file system generated metadata I/O request. This technique captures page addresses above the file system and hence is not affected by the choice of a different file system. However, if the file system does special processing like encryption or compression that move the data into a new page, then some more implementation effort is required to capture the addresses of the final destination pages.

We evaluated the above two techniques and found that they yield similar I/O classification accuracy but the second technique has lesser overheads when compared to the first technique. It is also less complex, easier to implement and works with most file systems without additional special effort. We evaluated our new technique by using David with the Btrfs file system. David, when using our new technique, was able to predict the runtime of many workloads including “file search” and “fileserver, mailserver and webserver benchmarks” with under 3% error. We believe that David will be even more accurate with a more accurate disk drive model. Our current storage model for the magnetic disk drive does not model the on-disk cache accurately.

1.3 Sky: Improving Virtualized Storage Performance

Virtualization has become ubiquitous in data center environments and serves as a key technology enabling cloud computing. Virtualized storage provides several advantages like lower cost of ownership, easy snapshots/backups, and easier storage administration. However, the performance of virtualized storage is not as good as native storage devices due to several reasons including “virtualization costs” and “long I/O path traversing several layers”. The I/O path from the application to the physical disk is often complex and composed of several layers spanning multiple servers in such virtualized storage
A promising approach to improve performance through additional information is to explicitly classify I/O requests into different classes and treat these classes differentially [122, 131, 208]. Better performance, quality-of-service, availability, reliability, durability and security can be reserved for the important I/O classes, for example: by caching them with higher priority, granting more network bandwidth to them, storing them on a high performance storage media, creating more replicas, scrubbing them frequently, encrypting them or skipping deduplication [25, 122, 189, 199, 214]. The lower layers in such multi-layered storage stacks do not have complete information about what the upper layers are doing due to the simple and restrictive interfaces governed by standards. As a result, lower layers are information impoverished, and cannot implement performance optimizations that require such high-level knowledge.

We implement an improved caching system for virtualized storage that gives higher priority to small files and file system metadata. We also implement a smart deduplication system that avoids deduplicating encrypted content and caches the mapping information for file-copy content that will be written back again soon. Building such smart caching and deduplication system heavily relies on classifying I/O requests based on size, metadata vs. data, encrypted writes, file copy I/O pattern.

Changing all the interfaces across the storage layers to enable I/O classification is hard to adopt, deploy and maintain because of the pervasive changes it requires across the storage stack. Non-invasive graybox [12] techniques, that use details about the storage components higher up in the storage stack in order to infer the required classification information, help overcome this issue but they need additional implementation effort in order to support a different storage component, like a new file system.

To overcome these issues, we develop a novel non-invasive I/O classification technique for virtualized storage that works for most file systems without requiring additional implementation effort. We then build a hypervisor extension called Sky, in the
KVM [109] virtual machine monitor, that implements smart caching and deduplication. Sky [16] uses the hardware virtualization extensions present in modern processors to intercept system call entry and exit of I/O related guest applications from within the hypervisor. Sky performs additional processing on the arguments to the I/O related system calls and their return values to gather insights for classifying I/O requests. Chapter 3 details this technique explaining how the insights are gathered and used to build a smart caching and deduplication system.

Sky achieves similar I/O classification insights as past research work that needed modifications to the interfaces [131, 206]. Moreover, the overheads imposed by our I/O classification technique are modest enough to use them in building applications like smart caching and deduplication system. We show the benefits of Sky by using three case studies.

In the first case study, Sky is used to gather information about guest I/O like the block-lifetimes from the hypervisor. The second case study is about a smart cache in the hypervisor that prioritizes file system metadata and small files over large files. Our smart cache improves the performance of file-name search workload and database application by 3.6 to 4.6 times and 2.3 to 8.8 times respectively. In our final case study, we use Sky to improve the performance of a deduplication system in hypervisor by identifying encryption and file copy I/O patterns. For encryption workloads, Sky skips deduplication because encrypted content is known to be mostly unique and a bad candidate for deduplication [206]. For file copy I/O pattern, Sky caches the mapping between the payload checksum to the deduplicated disk location during reads so that during the subsequent write of the same content, expensive disk backed mapping table lookups can be avoided using this cache. We also show that our novel classification technique that intercepts system calls is portable across operating systems- Sky supports both Linux and FreeBSD guest operating systems. Such portability is possible because the system call interface is similar across modern operating systems due to POSIX
standards.

1.4 Corruption Resilient Check and Repair

Distributed NoSQL stores are used by many organizations [83, 86, 89, 170] for big-data analytics and real-time web applications. Ever increasing installation-sizes of these distributed storage systems, comprising of hundreds of machines and thousands of disks [138], makes storage component failures the norm rather than the exception [66, 174]. Data corruptions can occur due to a variety of reasons including drive failures [10, 14, 23, 48, 56, 66, 70, 92, 102, 112, 133, 140, 146, 153, 156, 174, 175, 178, 179, 204], RAM failures [35, 176, 194] and bugs in software [20, 26, 43, 61, 156, 173, 177, 201, 226]. Anecdotal evidence has shown the prevalence of storage errors and corruptions [136, 139, 165]. Data corruptions affect data stored in frequently accessed disks as well as snapshots and backups in archival storage [18, 20, 77, 119, 134, 144, 173, 177]. Corruption-free snapshots are essential for recovery from failures, analytics, operations and other applications like Back in Time Execution (BITE) [168, 182] that allow executing queries over historical snapshots of a database for business reasons including auditing [104, 181, 183, 197, 211].

Failures are a fact that must be coped with, not problems to be solved [148]. Disk failures, if not coped with in a timely fashion, can lead to significant losses. Each hour of downtime can be costly, from $200,000 per hour for an Internet service like Amazon to $6,000,000 per hour for a stock brokerage firm [107, 148]. Downtime and data loss combine to cost companies and end-users billions of dollars each year [106, 190].

Consequently, a lot of importance is being given to making systems robust to failures and highly available. Jim Gray has called for Trouble-Free Systems that are used by millions of people every day and yet managed by a single part-time person [69]. Patterson et al. hypothesize that the recovery performance is more fruitful for the research community and more important for society than traditional performance in the 21st century [148].
The authors suggest *Recovery Oriented Computing* and stress the importance of fast repair because it improves dependability and lowers the cost of ownership. Unfortunately, we empirically find that the check and repair tools that come with modern distributed NoSQL stores like MongoDB and Cassandra are not corruption-resilient (details in Subsection 4.1.1).

A straightforward technique to handle data corruptions in modern distributed storage systems with replicas is to take the corrupted node out of the cluster, replace it with a new node and bootstrap it with data from the other live replicas. However, this technique has a few disadvantages: it consumes several hours of time, it consumes significant network bandwidth for transferring the data from the live replicas to the new node, it falls short of the user’s reliability expectations because of the loss of a replica until the recovery is completed and most importantly, this technique cannot be used to recover corrupted disk-snapshots because there are no online replicas to fetch the lost data from. There is a need for a fast corruption-resilient check and repair tool that brings benefits like improved dependability and lower cost of ownership. The need for good check and repair tools is also evident from a recent research that finds that many modern distributed NoSQL stores do not consistently use redundancy to recover from file system faults - a single file-system fault can cause catastrophic outcomes such as data loss, corruption, and unavailability [62].

We perform a thorough study of the corruption-resilience capability of three distributed key-value stores: MongoDB [42], Cassandra [113] and Riak [110]. Our study is guided by the following questions: how does the NoSQL store lay out files on disk?, what type of semantic information do various files contain?, how hard is it to recover a file once it is corrupted?, does the file have checksums in order to detect a corruption? We empirically find that the check and repair tools that come with these distributed storage systems have poor corruption resilience. We also manually looked at the source code of the distributed storage systems and inspected the files they store on disk. We
conclude our study with a list of observations regarding the corruption resilience of these distributed storage systems and how they influenced the design of DSCK. One key observation from our study is that these NoSQL distributed storage systems protect most of the user-supplied data with checksums and only small critical system files, that are essential to access the user-supplied data, are not protected with checksums.

We use the results from our study to design and build a framework called DSCK that can be used to build corruption-resilient check and repair tools. DSCK uses the results from the study to classify files that need additional help in improving their corruption recoverability from other files. Such file classification is based on answers to questions like: does the file have checksums to detect a corruption? and how hard is it to recover the file after a corruption?. DSCK then intercepts and classifies the I/O related library calls made by the distributed system in order to keep transparent checksummed local replicas of only a selected set of files. Files that do not have checksum protection from the distributed system or file that do not have existing tools to recover them after a corruption can benefit from such local checksummed replication. DSCK uses a configuration file specific to the distributed system in order to classify the I/O requests at the library-call level. The configuration file uses file-path prefixes, patterns and suffixes to specify the file classification.

Intercepting the library calls makes our implementation non-invasive because it can work with many different distributed storage systems that run on a variety of local file systems without any additional implementation effort. Moreover, our interception does not require super-user or administrator privileges. One alternate invasive approach would have been to modify the NoSQL store, the lower level storage system and the system call interface to explicitly specify which files need replicas and checksums. Another alternate approach is to just modify the NoSQL store to add checksums to files that don't have checksums. However, both these invasive approaches require modifications to every NoSQL store that needs to be supported. Also, maintaining
backwards compatibility with previous release versions of the NoSQL store is a challenge. This makes them hard to adopt, deploy and maintain in existing real systems.

DSCK also uses I/O classification at the file granularity for checking and recovering a corrupted file by allowing pluggable scripts that handle a specific type of file. We use DSCK to implement DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}, a corruption-resilient check and repair tool for Cassandra. We show through experiments that DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} imposes negligible performance overhead in the common case but improves corruption resilience from 37.5% to nearly 100% of files stored by Cassandra. We also show that local node repair enables full-node restore in minutes rather than hours.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, we discuss the design, implementation and evaluation of David; Chapter 3 contains details about Sky; The results of our study and evaluation of the corruption resilience of modern distributed storage along with the details about DSCK framework is in Chapter 4. We discuss related work in Chapter 5 and conclude in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 also contains some of the learnings from our experience in building these systems and a list of future work.
Chapter 2

Emulating Goliath Storage Devices

For better or for worse, benchmarking shapes a field [147]. Benchmarking plays a very important role in guiding the design of future file and storage technology. In this chapter, we develop a novel non-invasive and easy to adopt I/O classification technique and use it to build a storage emulator, called David [5]. David allows storage developers and researchers to run benchmarks on a variety of devices, including futuristic large devices that are not yet physically available, by using accurate storage performance models. Today, there are a variety of new storage devices [1, 2, 38, 75, 93, 98, 132, 193] including Phase Change Memory [221, 231], Non Volatile Memory [223] and Shingled Magnetic Disks [1, 2] that vary significantly in the underlying technology. It is important for an application developer to run a benchmark on different types of storage disks to understand its behavior so that the application can be designed correctly to match the expectations when run on a variety of storage technologies. It is also extremely useful for a storage system developer or researcher to run various benchmarks with realistic configurations [135, 158, 192, 196, 209] on a storage technology that is under development so that the results can be used to guide the design of the storage disk. David is useful for performing both these kinds of analyses while requiring only a fraction of the storage space used by the application given an accurate performance
model for the storage disk is available. Such analyses help in identifying performance bottlenecks, fine-tuning optimizations, and for making design decisions [135].

The key observation on which David depends is that many benchmark applications like postmark [103] and filebench [124] do not use real file contents from the application they represent but use artificial content that they create. These benchmarks instead focus on replaying the same I/O pattern as the application that they represent. Therefore, it is sufficient and also beneficial for a storage emulator built for benchmarking purposes to not store the contents of individual files on physical disk, but only the structure and properties of the metadata. Since file data constitutes a significant fraction of the total file system size, ranging anywhere from 90 to 99% depending on the actual file-system image [6], avoiding the need to store file data has the potential to significantly reduce the required storage capacity during benchmarking.

David maintains a “compressed” version of the original file-system image for the purposes of benchmarking in which unneeded user data blocks (file contents) are omitted using novel I/O classification techniques to distinguish data from metadata at scale; file system metadata blocks (e.g., inodes, directories and indirect blocks) are stored compactly on the available backing store. This enables David to run various workloads at scale using backing storage disks that are only a fraction of the emulated disk size. David synthetically generates file contents when necessary to ensure that applications remain unaware of this interposition.

Classifying file system metadata from user stored data accurately at scale is critical for David. David employs two different techniques to achieve this classification that offer different tradeoffs. The first technique, which we call as “implicit classification”, interposes on the I/O requests sent to the disk and uses file system knowledge in order to classify file system metadata from user data. This does not require any modifications to the file system or the operating system. Therefore, it is easy to adopt and run. This technique is derived from past research work on “Semantically Smart Disks”. We
enhance this known technique to accurately classify I/O requests in a timely fashion at scale using a technique called “journal snooping”. The second technique that David uses, which we call as “explicit classification”, makes modifications to the system call layer of the operating system in order to classify file system metadata from data. Because almost all file systems are implemented inside the operating system kernel, only user-supplied data passes through system calls. File System metadata is generated within the kernel file system and hence it will not be intercepted at the system call layer. So, we capture the physical memory addresses of the page buffers that are used with I/O related system calls and use them while interposing I/O requests to the emulated disk to classify file system metadata from data. This technique is file system agnostic and therefore works with all file systems without any additional effort. In contrast, the first technique needs to be re-implemented for each new file system using the file system knowledge. David works under any file system; We implement and evaluate the first technique for the Ext3 file system [212]. We test that the second technique works with Btrfs [159], a log-structured file system that is very different from Ext3 in design.

Another important component of David is the storage model for the emulated disk drive. Since David modifies the original I/O patterns by not storing the user-supplied data on disk, it needs to model the runtime of the benchmark workload on the original uncompressed image. David uses an in-kernel model of the disk and storage stack to predict the run times of all individual requests as they would have executed on the uncompressed image. Our storage models model the physical magnetic disk and the I/O request queues with sufficient accuracy. Our in-kernel storage model is fairly accurate in spite of operating in real-time within the kernel, and for most workloads predicts a runtime within 5% of the actual runtime. For example, for the Filebench webserver workload, David provides a 1000-fold reduction in required storage capacity and predicts a runtime within 0.08% of the actual.

We briefly demonstrate that David is able to emulate multi-disk systems like RAID
using a small amount of memory. David maintains modeling state for each individual disk in the RAID array in order to accurately emulate the entire RAID array. Our implementation emulates a software RAID array. David can emulate a more complex, dedicated hardware RAID array provided we have a storage model for the hardware RAID device.

To demonstrate that David can be used to emulate futuristic storage disks, we use David to emulate a special large Solid State Drive (SSD) device that exports a new interface called “nameless writes” [229]. The nameless writes interface allows the storage stack (file system) to write data to the SSD without specifying the logical block address inside the disk. Instead, the disk chooses the destination physical location and reports it back to the file system. The file system stores this address in its metadata structures and uses it to fetch the block during future reads. This avoids the need for huge indirection tables within the SSD that map logical block addresses to the physical locations. Additionally, the complete flexibility to choose the on-disk physical location allows more efficient block allocation, garbage collection and wear leveling.

We additionally use David to emulate a 1 TB magnetic disk while using a 80 GB disk as the physical backing store. This allowed us to validate that David is able to accurately predict benchmark times when emulating large disks.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We first describe David’s design in Section 2.1. We then discuss block classification, which forms a critical component of David, in Section 2.2). We detail “implicit block classification” which is derived from prior work and “explicit block classification” which is our new contribution in this dissertation. David uses block classification to skip application data writes and only layout the metadata blocks on disk after remapping them as explained in Section 2.3. We evaluate David in Section 2.4 and summarize in Section 2.5.
2.1 David’s Design

This section presents the design and implementation of David by describing its constituent subsystems and its overall architecture.

David exports a fake storage stack including a fake device of a much higher capacity than available. This chapter uses the term target to denote the hypothetical larger storage device, and available to denote the physically available system on which David is running.

David is implemented as a pseudo-device driver that is situated below the file system and above the backing store, interposing on all I/O requests. This pseudo-device appears as a regular disk to the file system. Since the driver appears as a regular device, a file system can be created and mounted on it. Being a loadable module, David can be used without any change to the application, file system or the kernel. This non-invasive property makes David easy to adopt and run. Figure 2.1 presents the architecture of David with all the significant components and also shows the different types of requests that are handled within. The four important components of David are briefly described below and are discussed in detail later in Section 2.2 through Section 2.3.

---

Figure 2.1: David Architecture. Shows the components of David and the flow of requests handled within.
**Block Classifier:** The Block Classifier is responsible for classifying blocks addressed in an I/O request as user-supplied data or file system metadata. This classification is used by David to prevent the I/O requests to data blocks from going to the backing store in order to save on the storage space necessary for the emulation. David intercepts all writes to data blocks, records the block addresses if necessary, and discards the actual write using the Data Squasher. I/O requests to metadata blocks are passed on to the *Metadata Remapper*.

**Metadata Remapper:** The Metadata Remapper is responsible for laying out metadata blocks more efficiently on the backing store. It intercepts all write requests to metadata blocks, generates a remapping for the set of blocks addressed, and writes out the metadata blocks to the remapped locations. The remapping is stored in the Metadata Remapper to service subsequent reads to these metadata blocks.

**Data Squasher:** The Data Squasher squashes the data writes preventing them from being stored in the available disk. Such squashing does not lead to correctness issues for benchmarking applications.

**Data Generator:** Writes to data blocks are not saved by David, but reads to these blocks could still be issued by the benchmark application; in order to allow the benchmark applications to run transparently, the Data Generator is responsible for generating synthetic content to service subsequent reads to data blocks that were written earlier and discarded. The Data Generator contains a number of built-in schemes to generate different kinds of content and also allows the application to provide hints to generate more tailored content (e.g., binary files). Data Generator can be configured to just generate junk data for benchmark applications like filebench that do not care about the returned file contents.
**Storage Model:** David modifies the original I/O request stream because it skips storing writes to data blocks and remaps writes to metadata blocks. These modifications in the I/O traffic substantially change the application runtime rendering it useless for benchmarking. The Storage Model carefully models the target storage subsystem underneath to predict the benchmark runtime on the target system. By doing so in an online fashion with little overhead, the Storage Model makes it feasible to run large workloads in a space-efficient manner.

### 2.1.1 Choice of Available Backing Store

David is largely agnostic to the choice of the backing store for available storage: HDDs, SSDs, or memory can be used depending on the performance and capacity requirements of the target device being emulated. Through a significant reduction in the number of device I/Os, David compensates for its internal book-keeping overhead and also for small mismatches between the emulated and available device. However, if one wishes to emulate a device much faster than the available device, using random access memory is the ideal option. For example, as shown in Section 2.4.4, David successfully emulates a RAID-1 configuration using a limited amount of memory. We have also show that a fast SSD device can be emulated using David [229]. If the performance mismatch is not significant, a hard disk as backing store provides much greater scale in terms of storage capacity. Throughout this chapter, “available storage” refers to the backing store in a generic sense.

### 2.2 Block Classification

The primary requirement for David to skip data writes using the Data Squasher is the ability to classify a block as user-supplied data or file system metadata. David provides two types of block classification techniques called “implicit” and “explicit”. The
implicit approach is more laborious but provides a flexible approach to run unmodified applications and file systems. The explicit I/O classification approach is straightforward and much simpler to implement, albeit at the cost of a small modification in the operating system; both are available in David and can be chosen according to the requirements of the evaluator. The implicit approach is demonstrated using Ext3 file system and the explicit approach using Btrfs file system.

2.2.1 Implicit I/O Classification

Implicit I/O classification is based on prior work on Semantically-Smart Disk Systems (SDS) [189]; an SDS employs three techniques to classify blocks: direct and indirect classification, and association. With direct classification, blocks are identified simply by their location on disk. Many block types in Ext2 and Ext3 file systems can be classified by using their location on disk because they are statically assigned for a given file system size and configuration at the time of file system creation. Some examples of these block types include the super block, the group descriptors, the inode and data bitmaps, the inode blocks and the blocks belonging to the file system journal. Moreover, the location of such blocks do not change during the lifetime of the file system. With indirect classification, blocks are identified only with additional information; for example, to identify directory data or indirect blocks, the corresponding inode must also be examined. Blocks that are dynamically-allocated need to be classified using indirect classification. Directory blocks, indirect (single, double, or triple indirect) blocks and data blocks are some examples. Finally, with association, a data block and its inode are connected.

There are two significant additional challenges David must address. First, as opposed to SDS, David has to ensure that no metadata blocks are ever misclassified. Second, benchmark scalability introduces additional memory pressure to handle scenarios where the blocks cannot be immediately classified as data or metadata but can only be classified
after a delay when other related blocks are also written to by the file system. In this dissertation, only new contributions to make implicit block classification work at scale are discussed and the details of the basic block-classification techniques can be found in the original SDS paper [189].

**Unclassified Block Store**

To infer when a file or directory is allocated and deallocated, David tracks writes to inode blocks, inode bitmaps and data bitmaps; to enumerate the indirect and directory blocks that belong to a particular file or directory, it uses the contents of the inode. It is often the case that the blocks pointed to by an inode are written out before the corresponding inode block; if a classification attempt is made when a block is being written, an indirect or directory block will be misclassified as an ordinary data block. This transient error is unacceptable for David since it leads to the “metadata” block being discarded prematurely and could cause irreparable damage to the file system. For example, if a directory or indirect block is accidentally discarded, it could lead to file system corruption.

To rectify this problem, David temporarily buffers in memory writes to all blocks which are not yet classified, inside the *Unclassified Block Store* (UBS). These write requests remain in the UBS until a classification is made possible upon the subsequent write of the corresponding inode. When a corresponding inode does get written, blocks that are classified as metadata are passed on to the Metadata Remapper for remapping; they are then written out to persistent storage at the remapped location. Blocks classified as data are discarded at that time. All entries in the UBS corresponding to that inode are also removed.

The UBS is implemented as a list of block I/O (*bio*) request structures. An extra reference to the memory pages pointed to by these bio structures is held by David as long as they remain in the UBS; this reference ensures that these pages are not mistakenly
freed until the UBS is able to classify and persist them on disk, if needed. The caching of unclassified by the UBS without persisting them to disk makes David not guarantee crash consistency. This is not a problem for benchmarking applications that David targets.

**Journal Snooping**

Storing unclassified blocks in the UBS can cause a strain on available memory in certain situations. In particular, when Ext3 is mounted on top of David in ordered journaling mode, all the data blocks are written to disk at journal-commit time but the metadata blocks are written to disk only at the checkpoint time which occurs much less frequently. This results in a temporary yet precarious build up of data blocks in the UBS even though they are bound to be squashed as soon as the corresponding inode is written; this situation is especially true when large files (e.g., 10s of GB) are written. Such additional memory pressure also triggers the checkpoint process in Ext3 so that it happens earlier than when it would have normally happened. In order to ensure the overall scalability of David, handling large files and the consequent explosion in memory consumption is critical. To achieve this without any modification to the Ext3 filesystem, David performs Journal Snooping.

David snoops on the journal commit traffic for inodes and indirect blocks logged within a committed transaction; this enables block classification even prior to checkpoint. When a journal-descriptor block is written as part of a transaction, David records the blocks that are being logged within that particular transaction. In addition, all journal writes within that transaction are cached in memory until the transaction is committed. After that, the inodes and their corresponding direct and indirect blocks are processed to allow block classification; the identified data blocks are squashed from the UBS and the identified metadata blocks are remapped and stored persistently. The challenge in implementing Journal Snooping was to handle the continuous stream of unordered
journal blocks and reconstruct the journal transaction.

Figure 2.2 compares the memory pressure with and without Journal Snooping demonstrating its effectiveness. It shows the number of 4 KB block I/O requests resident in the UBS sampled at 10 sec intervals during the creation of a 24 GB file on Ext3; the file system is mounted on top of David in ordered journaling mode with a commit interval of 5 secs. This experiment was run on a dual core machine with 2 GB memory. Since this workload is data write intensive, without Journal Snooping, the system runs out of memory when around 450,000 block I/O requests are in the UBS (occupying roughly 1.8 GB of memory). Journal Snooping ensures that the memory consumed by outstanding block I/O requests does not go beyond a maximum of 240 MB for this workload.

Figure 2.2: Memory usage with Journal Snooping. This graph shows the number of 4 KB block requests present in the UBS sampled at 10 sec intervals.
2.2.2 Explicit I/O Classification

David is meant to be useful for a wide variety of file systems; explicit I/O classification provides a mechanism to rapidly adopt a file system for use with David. Since data writes can come only from the benchmark application in user-space whereas metadata writes are issued by the file system, our approach is to identify the data blocks before they are even written to the file system. Our implementation of explicit I/O classification is thus file-system agnostic – it relies on a small modification to the system call layer of the operating system in order to collect additional information. We demonstrate the benefits of this approach using Btrfs, a file system quite unlike Ext3 in design.

While handling a write related system call, the operating system usually copies the data from the user buffer, passed as a system call argument, into a kernel allocated page in the page cache. David captures the physical addresses of the in-memory pages where the such data content is stored in a hash table. Subsequently, the operating system issues I/O requests corresponding to these system calls. David intercepts these writes when they reach the emulated disk. David then checks if the pages behind the I/O request are in the hash table populated earlier in order to decide whether the write is to file system metadata or application data. A presence in the hash table indicates that the I/O request contains benchmark application data while an absence indicates that the I/O request contains file system created metadata. Once the presence is tested, the pointer is removed from the hash table since the same page can be reused for metadata writes in the future. An alternate implementation could avoid the need for a hashtable by modifying the structure associated with buffer cache pages to store information about whether they contain benchmark application data.

There are certainly other ways to implement explicit I/O classification. One such alternate technique is to capture the checksum of the contents of the in-memory pages instead of their memory addresses in order to track data blocks. Another alternative
approach could modify the file system to explicitly flag the metadata blocks. We believe our approach is easier to implement, does not require any file system modification, and is also easier to extend to software RAID since parity blocks are automatically classified as metadata and not discarded. David’s explicit I/O classification technique will need additional implementation effort to handle file systems that encrypt or compress data.

2.3 Metadata Remapping

Since David exports a target pseudo device of much higher capacity to the file system than the available storage device, the block I/O (bio) requests issued to the pseudo device will have addresses in the full target range and thus need to be suitably remapped. For this purpose, David maintains a remap table called Metadata Remapper which maps “target” addresses to “available” addresses. Although the Metadata Remapper has many similarities to other block re-mappers like the Flash Translation Layer in a SSD or the copy-on-write virtual-disk manager in a hypervisor, it differs from them in that it does not handle crash recovery. This is not a real problem because David targets benchmarking applications which can be rerun again in the rare case of a crash. David contains two implementations of the remap table: one uses a hash table while the other uses an interval tree. The hash table implementation allows fast lookups and inserts when using file systems like Ext3 that issue small write requests that always affect a fixed number of logical blocks. The interval tree implementation is more efficient when using a log structured file system like Btrfs that issues large write requests that affect a varying number of logical blocks. Such large writes would translate into several single block inserts and lookups if a hash table implementation is used.

In addition to the Metadata Remapper, a remap bitmap is maintained to keep track of free and used blocks on the available physical device; the remap bitmap supports allocation both of a single remapped block and a range of remapped blocks. The destination
(or remapped) location for a request is determined using a simple algorithm which takes as input the number of contiguous blocks that need to be remapped and finds the first available chunk of space from the remap bitmap. By allowing an arbitrary range of blocks to be remapped together, the sequentiality of the blocks is preserved which is beneficial when a disk is used as the backing store. This can be done statically or at runtime; for the Ext3 file system, since most of the blocks are statically allocated, the remapping for these blocks can also be done statically to improve performance. Subsequent writes to other dynamically allocated metadata blocks are remapped dynamically. From our experience, this simple algorithm lays out blocks on disk quite efficiently. More sophisticated allocation algorithms based on the locality of reference can be implemented in the future.

2.4 Evaluation

We seek to answer three important questions. First, how accurately does David predict benchmark runtime and what storage space savings does it provide? Second, can David scale to large target devices including RAID? Finally, what is the memory and CPU overhead of David?

2.4.1 Experimental Platform

We have developed David for the Linux operating system. The hard disks currently modeled are the 1 TB Hitachi HDS721010KLA330 (referred to as D_{1TB}) and the 80 GB Hitachi HDS728080PLA380 (referred to as D_{80GB}); table 2.1 lists their relevant parameters. Unless specified otherwise, the following hold for all the experiments: (1) machine used has a quad-core Intel processor and 4GB RAM running Linux 2.6.23.1 (2) Ext3 file system is mounted in ordered-journaling mode with a commit interval of 5 sec (3) microbenchmarks were run directly on the disk without a file system (4) David predicts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disk size</td>
<td>80 GB</td>
<td>1 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational Speed</td>
<td>7200 RPM</td>
<td>7200 RPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cylinders</td>
<td>88283</td>
<td>147583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of zones</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectors per track</td>
<td>567 to 1170</td>
<td>840 to 1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinders per zone</td>
<td>1444 to 1521</td>
<td>1279 to 8320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-disk cache size</td>
<td>2870 KB</td>
<td>300 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk cache segment</td>
<td>260 KB</td>
<td>600 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req scheduling†</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache segments</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache R/W partition</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Transfer</td>
<td>133 MBps</td>
<td>133 MBps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek profile(long)</td>
<td>3800+(cyl*116)/10^3</td>
<td>3300+(cyl*5)/10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek profile(short)</td>
<td>300+√(cyl*2235)</td>
<td>700+√cyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head switch</td>
<td>1.4 ms</td>
<td>1.4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder switch</td>
<td>1.6 ms</td>
<td>1.6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev driver req queue†</td>
<td>128-160</td>
<td>128-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req queue timeout†</td>
<td>3 ms (unplug)</td>
<td>3 ms (unplug)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: **Storage Model Parameters in David.** Lists important parameters obtained to model disks Hitachi HDS728080PLA380 (H1) and Hitachi HDS721010KLA330 (H2). †denotes parameters of I/O request queue (IORQ).

the benchmark runtime for a target \( D_{1TB} \) while in fact running on the available \( D_{80GB} \) (5) to validate accuracy, the benchmark application was instead run directly on \( D_{1TB} \).

### 2.4.2 David Accuracy

Next, we want to measure how accurately David predicts the benchmark runtime. Table 2.3 lists the accuracy of David for a variety of benchmark applications for both Ext3 and Btrfs. We have chosen a set of benchmarks that are commonly used and also stress various paths that disk requests take within David. The first and second columns of Table 2.2 show the storage space consumed by the benchmark workload without and with David. The third column shows the percentage savings in storage space achieved by using David. The first and second columns in Table 2.3 shows the
Table 2.2: **David’s Storage Savings.** Shows savings in capacity achieved by David. Webserver and varmail workloads are generated using the FileBench benchmarking tool [124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Workload</th>
<th>Original Storage</th>
<th>David Storage</th>
<th>Storage Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mkfs</td>
<td>931.5 GB</td>
<td>7.5 GB</td>
<td>99.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>10.7 GB</td>
<td>17.9 MB</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>20.6 MB</td>
<td>628 KB</td>
<td>97.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postmark</td>
<td>199.8 MB</td>
<td>404 KB</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webserver</td>
<td>3.7 GB</td>
<td>3.8 MB</td>
<td>99.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varmail</td>
<td>7.7 MB</td>
<td>3.8 MB</td>
<td>50.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: **David’s Accuracy.** Shows accuracy of runtime prediction, and the overhead of storage modeling for different workloads. Webserver and varmail workloads are generated using the FileBench benchmarking tool [124]; virus scan using AVG antivirus software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Workload</th>
<th>Implicit I/O Classification (Ext3)</th>
<th>Explicit I/O Classification (Btrfs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original Runtime (Secs)</td>
<td>David Runtime (Secs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mkfs</td>
<td>278.66</td>
<td>281.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>344.18</td>
<td>339.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>257.66</td>
<td>255.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grep</td>
<td>250.52</td>
<td>254.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virus scan</td>
<td>55.60</td>
<td>47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>26.21</td>
<td>26.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>102.69</td>
<td>101.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postmark</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>29.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webserver</td>
<td>127.04</td>
<td>126.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varmail</td>
<td>126.66</td>
<td>126.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Run directly on the disk (without a file system)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Workload</th>
<th>Original Runtime (Secs)</th>
<th>David Runtime (Secs)</th>
<th>Runtime Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>40.32</td>
<td>44.90</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rr</td>
<td>913.10</td>
<td>935.46</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw</td>
<td>57.28</td>
<td>58.96</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rw</td>
<td>308.74</td>
<td>291.40</td>
<td>-5.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
original benchmark runtime without David on $D_{1TB}$ and the benchmark runtime with David on $D_{80GB}$ respectively. The third sixth column shows the percentage error in the prediction of the benchmark runtime by David. The first three columns are for the implicit I/O classification approach using the Ext3 file system. The final three columns in Table 2.3 show the original and modeled runtime, and the percentage error when using the explicit I/O classification approach with the Btrfs file system. The storage space savings are roughly the same for Ext3 and Btrfs file systems. The $sr$, $rr$, $sw$, and $rw$ workloads are run directly on the raw device and hence are independent of the file system.

`mkfs` creates a file system with a 4 KB block size over the 1 TB target device exported by David. This workload only writes metadata and David remaps writes issued by `mkfs` sequentially starting from the beginning of $D_{80GB}$; no data squashing occurs in this experiment.

`imp` creates a realistic file-system image of size 10 GB using the publicly available Impressions tool [4]. A total of 5000 regular files and 1000 directories are created with an average of 10.2 files per directory. This workload is a data-write intensive workload and most of the issued writes end up being squashed by David.

`tar` uses the GNU tar utility to create a gzipped archive of the file-system image of size 10 GB created by `imp`; it writes the newly created archive in the same file system. This workload is a data read and data write intensive workload. The data reads are satisfied by the Data Generator without accessing the available disk, while the data writes end up being squashed.

`grep` uses the GNU grep utility to search for the expression “nothing” in the content generated by both `imp` and `tar`. This workload issues significant amounts of data reads and small amounts of metadata reads. `virus scan` runs the AVG virus scanner on the file-system image created by `imp`. `find` and `du` run the GNU find and GNU du utilities over the content generated by both `imp` and `tar`. These two workloads are metadata read
Figure 2.3: **Storage Space Savings and Model Accuracy.** The “Space” lines show the savings in storage space achieved when using David for the impressions workload with file-system images of varying sizes until 800GB; “Time” lines show the accuracy of runtime prediction for the same workload. **WOD:** space/time without David, **D:** space/time with David.

only workloads.

David works well with both the implicit and explicit I/O techniques demonstrating its usefulness across two very different file systems. Table 2.2 shows how David provides tremendous savings in the required storage capacity, upwards of 99% (a 100-fold or more reduction) for most workloads. David also predicts benchmark runtime quite accurately. Prediction error for most workloads is less than 3%, although for a few it is just over 10%. The errors in the predicted runtimes stem from the relative simplicity of our in-kernel Disk Model; for example, it does not capture the layout of physical blocks on the magnetic media accurately. This information is not published by the disk manufacturers and experimental inference is not possible for ATA disks that do not
have a command similar to the SCSI mode page.

2.4.3 David Scalability

David is aimed at providing scalable emulation using commodity hardware; it is important that accuracy is not compromised at larger scale. Figure 2.3 shows the accuracy and storage space savings provided by David while creating file-system images of 100s of GB. Using an available capacity of only 10 GB, David can model the runtime of Impressions in creating a realistic file-system image of 800 GB; in contrast to the linear scaling of the target capacity demanded, David barely requires any extra available capacity. David also predicts the benchmark runtime within a maximum of 2.5% error even with the huge disparity between target and available disks at the 800 GB mark, as shown in Figure 2.3.

The reason we limit these experiments to a target capacity of less than 1 TB is because we had access to only a terabyte sized disk against which we could validate the accuracy of David. Extrapolating from this experience, we believe David will enable one to emulate disks of 10s or 100s of TB given the 1 TB disk.

2.4.4 David for RAID

David can also provide effective RAID emulation. To demonstrate simple RAID configurations with David, each component disk is emulated using a memory-backed “compressed” device underneath software RAID. David exports multiple block devices with separate major and minor numbers; it differentiates requests to different devices using the major number. For the purpose of performance benchmarking, David uses a single memory-based backing store for all the compressed RAID devices. Using multiple threads, the Storage Model maintains separate state for each of the devices being emulated. Requests are placed in a single request queue tagged with a device identifier; individual Storage Model threads for each device fetch one request at a time.
Table 2.4: **David Software RAID-1 Emulation.** Shows IOPS for a software RAID-1 setup using David with memory as backing store; workload issues 20000 read and write requests through concurrent processes which equal the number of disks in the experiment. 1 disk experiments run w/o RAID-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num Disks</th>
<th>Random Reads</th>
<th>Random Writes</th>
<th>Sequential Reads</th>
<th>Sequential Writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>232.77</td>
<td>72.37</td>
<td>119.29</td>
<td>119.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>156.76</td>
<td>72.02</td>
<td>119.11</td>
<td>119.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.66</td>
<td>71.88</td>
<td>118.65</td>
<td>118.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>238.79</td>
<td>73.77</td>
<td>119.44</td>
<td>119.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>159.36</td>
<td>72.21</td>
<td>119.16</td>
<td>119.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>79.56</td>
<td>72.15</td>
<td>118.95</td>
<td>118.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from this request queue based on the device identifier. Similar to the single device case, the servicing thread calculates the time at which a request to the device should finish and notifies completion using a callback after a sufficient delay.

David currently only provides mechanisms for simple software RAID emulation that do not need a model of a software RAID itself. New techniques might be needed to emulate more complex commercial RAID configurations, for example, commercial RAID settings using a hardware RAID card.

We present a brief evaluation and validation of software RAID-1 configurations using David. Table 2.4 shows a simple experiment where David emulates a multi-disk software RAID-1 (mirrored) configuration; each device is emulated using a memory-disk as backing store. However, since the multiple disks contain copies of the same block, a single physical copy is stored, further reducing the memory footprint. In each disk setup, a set of threads which equal in number to the number of disks issue a total of 20000 requests. David is able to accurately emulate the software RAID-1 setup upto 3 disks; more complex RAID schemes are left as part of future work.
2.4.5 David Overhead

David is designed to be used for benchmarking and not as a production system, thus scalability and accuracy are the more relevant metrics of evaluation; we do however want to measure the memory and CPU overhead of using David on the available system to ensure it is practical to use. All memory usage within David is tracked using several counters; David provides support to measure the memory usage of its different components using `ioctl`s. To measure the CPU overhead of the Storage Model alone, David is run in the `model-only` mode where block classification, remapping and data squashing are turned off.

Figure 2.4: **David CPU and Memory Overhead.** Shows the memory and percentage CPU consumption by David while creating a 10 GB file-system image using impressions. **WOD CPU**: CPU without David, **SM CPU**: CPU with Storage Model alone, **D CPU**: total CPU with David, **SM Mem**: Storage Model memory alone, **D Mem**: total memory with David.
In our experience with running different workloads, we found that the memory and CPU usage of David is acceptable for the purposes of benchmarking. As an example, Figure 2.4 shows the CPU and memory consumption by David captured at 5 second intervals while creating a 10 GB file-system image using Impressions. For this experiment, the Storage Model consumes less than 1 MB of memory; the average memory consumed in total by David is less than 90 MB, of which the pre-allocated cache used by the Journal Snooping to temporarily store the journal writes itself contributes 80 MB. Amount of CPU used by the Storage Model alone is insignificant, however implicit classification by the Block Classifier is the primary consumer of CPU using 10% on average with occasional spikes. The CPU overhead is not an issue at all if one uses explicit I/O classification.

2.5 Summary

We began this chapter by motivating the need for a better tool to benchmark existing and futuristic storage devices with huge capacity. The storage technology trend over the past few decades clearly shows the continuous increase in storage capacities [91, 121] as well as the introduction of a variety of new physical storage mediums including Phase Change Memory [221, 231], Non Volatile Memory [223] and Shingled Magnetic Disks [1, 2].

David allows a storage researcher or developer to make informed design choices guided by benchmarking results. The key observation behind David is that the benchmark applications do not use file content that is the same as their corresponding real applications but instead only stress the disk with the same I/O pattern as the real application.

We then discussed the details of David’s design including it’s five core components: block classifier, metadata remapper, data squasher, data generator and the storage
model. The block classifier enables David to classify file system metadata from the benchmark application’s data. The metadata remapper component remaps and lays out the metadata writes on the available disk in a space efficient manner. David stores the file system metadata writes on disk but throws away the data writes. The data squasher component is responsible for filtering out the benchmark application’s data writes from reaching the disk. The data generator generates fake content when data blocks are read by the benchmark application. It is crucial for David to report accurate benchmark runtime despite throwing away data blocks and remapping metadata blocks. This is where the storage model component helps by accurately modeling the latency of each I/O request in the emulated disk. David responds back to the I/O request after the time reported by the storage model.

We implemented two different non-invasive I/O classification techniques in the block classifier component. The first technique, called “Explicit I/O classification”, is borrowed from past research work [3, 189]. We discuss the memory challenge that arises with this technique when scaling it to emulate huge disks and provide a solution. The second technique, called “Implicit I/O classification”, is a novel contribution in this dissertation. It can work with many different file systems without significant additional effort.

We then detail the thorough evaluation of David. First, we empirically measure its emulation accuracy for a variety of micro and macro benchmarks. We then test David’s ability to accurately emulate large storage disks using minimal physically available disk space. We also show that David can emulate multiple storage disks simultaneously by using the emulated disks in a software RAID-1 array.
Chapter 3

Improving Virtualized Storage Performance

Virtual machine monitors (VMMs) have become ubiquitous in the past decade. They form an integral part of the cloud computing infrastructure. In this chapter, we develop a novel non-invasive I/O classification technique using the hardware virtualization extensions in modern processors. As we show later in this chapter, this technique is easy to adopt, deploy and maintain when compared to other approaches that need interface changes. We then build smart caching and deduplication systems in the hypervisor using this I/O classification technique.

VMMs offer several important advantages over more traditional approaches, including server consolidation [115, 163], reduction in infrastructure costs [216], simpler failure handling [116], ease of management [142], support for legacy applications [34, 162, 219], improved security [53, 64, 65, 97, 152], and better reliability [32, 49]. Virtualized storage, found within said VMMs, adds the benefits of storage consolidation, shared storage across VMs, out-of-box support across several guest OSes, reduction of costs, improved availability, efficient backups and quick snapshots [132, 151, 180, 208, 215, 217]. Not surprisingly, both server and storage virtualization are prominent and together form a
central part of all modern cloud computing infrastructures.

As the lowest level in the software stack, the VMM [15] must manage system resources, including memory, disk, CPU, and network. In doing so, the VMM must optimize their usage for high performance, fairness, and other important system-wide goals.

Managing resources effectively fundamentally requires information: which I/O request is latency sensitive, and thus should be scheduled soon? Which block is likely to be accessed again soon, and thus would benefit from placement within a cache? Without this type of information, making the decisions a resource manager must make are at best arduous and often impossible. For example, a VMM cannot typically differentiate whether an I/O request consists of application data or is file-system journaling traffic. Without such basic knowledge, the VMM is inherently limited in its resource-management capacity.

The main hypothesis that underlies this chapter is that the VMM can efficiently gain access to a wealth of important and necessary information through judicious usage of system-call interposition. In such a configuration, operating system level system call entry and exit are routed through the VMM. At these critical junctures, the VMM can record relevant pieces of information as well as take necessary actions in order to gain access to facts pertinent to its operation.

To explore this hypothesis, we have designed and implemented Sky, a prototype VMM with system-call interception at its core. Sky is implemented for the x86-64 architecture and it supports Linux and FreeBSD operating systems. Sky extends KVM with system-call interception to facilitate a range of new information-gathering techniques. Specifically, Sky implements a core interception framework to track specific processes and threads, and then obtains storage-specific insights atop this basic machinery. The insights include information such as the size of currently accessed files, the classification of

---

1The acronym for System Call Interception, SCI, and one possible pronunciation, motivates our name.
block I/O into data and metadata, and file content assessment. Some of this information is approximate (i.e., not guaranteed to be correct); however, as we show, it is still useful in building various storage-system optimizations. To aid its information gathering, Sky also (on occasion) injects its own system calls into the OS above; said *insightcalls* are a useful general knowledge-acquisition technique atop the base interception mechanism.

We demonstrate the utility of Sky by implementing three case studies, each showcasing different possibilities within the Sky infrastructure. The first is a simple monitoring tool (Section 3.5), which can provide generic information such as block lifetimes and the amount of metadata generated by different file systems. With such monitoring in place, a VMM can serve as a single point of detailed knowledge about guest file-system behavior.

The second case study, which we refer to as iCache (Section 3.6), implements an aggressive VMM-level caching policy [131], leading to a 2.3 to 8.8 times improvement in run time for both search and database workloads. This approach gives higher priority to small files and file-system metadata and thus can improve run-time significantly. We also show how an application (the MySQL database server) can provide further hints to the caching layer via Sky and improve performance further.

The third case study, known as iDedup (Section 3.7), takes advantage of Sky’s file-content information to improve performance of a block-layer deduplication system [206]. Sky provides hints to iDedup about block usage patterns (Section 3.2.5), and iDedup uses such hints to avoid expensive lookups and thus improves performance. Specifically, this optimization reduces run time by 4.5 to 18.7 times for file-copy and encryption workloads (Section 3.7.2).

In each of these cases, Sky implements improvements within a VMM that previously had required full-stack modifications to obtain the information needed to implement said functionality. Sky, in contrast, functions across operating systems (Linux and FreeBSD), and different file systems (Linux Ext4, Btrfs, and XFS, for example). In this
Compared to Research Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of modified components (Names of the supported components)</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>Storage Interfaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated Storage Services [131]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Linux, Windows)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ext3, NTFS)</td>
<td>(VFS, Block I/O, iSCSI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduplication with hints [122]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Linux)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ext2/3/4, Nilfs2)</td>
<td>(VFS, Block I/O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Linux, FreeBSD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(All)†‡</td>
<td>(All)†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Ease of Adoption. This table compares the number of components of various types that are supported by Sky and other relevant past research work without any additional implementation effort. 
† Sky currently supports file systems that do not change user-supplied content (e.g., due to compression or encryption within the file system). Sky uses system-call interception and therefore is not affected by the choice of the storage layers (e.g., file system and device drivers) or their interfaces (e.g., VFS, Block I/O and SCSI) present in-between the system call and the VMM. ‡ We have tested Sky with the file systems UFS, ZFS in FreeBSD guest operating system and with Ext3, Ext4, XFS, JFS, Nilfs2, Reiserfs, and Btrfs in Linux guest operating system.

manner, Sky consolidates implementation of its optimizations, instead of replicating such effort across different file systems and operating systems. We believe that this will make Sky easier to adopt, deploy, and maintain in existing systems.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We first provide further motivation (Section 3.1). We then describe the design (Section 3.2) and implementation (Section 3.3) of Sky. Finally, we evaluate Sky (Sections 3.4 to 3.8), discuss related work (Section 5.2), and summarize in (Section 3.10).

### 3.1 Motivation

In modern virtualized storage systems, better performance, quality of service, and other critical optimizations and features can be achieved through access to information. For example, previous works have shown that classifying I/O requests, and treating each
class differently, can greatly improve performance for some workloads [122, 131, 208].

Unfortunately, due to the simple, restrictive interfaces exposed by each of the layers, information cannot be easily passed through the many layers of the storage stack. This reality leads to the so-called “semantic gap” [41] across said layers, thus leading to many missed opportunities in the storage stack [54, 81, 129, 131, 160, 171, 185, 186, 188, 189, 225].

Many examples exist in the literature that showcase the benefits of information (and control) throughout the storage stack. For example, Thereska et al. classify I/O requests into flows and associate policies for each of the I/O flows to allow differentiated treatment [208]. Mesnier et al. explicitly classify I/O requests to improve performance, by modifying the application, file system, and low-level storage interfaces [131]. Sonam et al. use I/O classification to improve inline block-layer deduplication by modifying the application, file system, and block I/O interface to generate hints about file-system metadata and file contents [122]. All approaches require changes across many layers of the storage stack.

While these systems all provide significant benefits, we believe there are important reasons that they often do not reach deployment. One prominent reason is that any idea that must be realized throughout the storage stack creates a large burden upon developers. Table 3.1 compares the number of different types of operating systems, file systems, and storage interfaces that must be modified to support various storage optimizations [122, 131]. Being able to run underneath multiple operating systems, file systems, and interfaces has a multiplicative effect on developers, who must modify each of these components to reach wide-scale deployment. In contrast, as the table shows, Sky works across different file systems and storage interfaces, and provides the infrastructure needed to work underneath Linux and FreeBSD; developers of new storage optimizations can thus implement them once within the Sky framework and deploy them underneath a wide range of systems.
Of course, if all vendors agree on a set of information to pass across layers, it is possible that new standards could be developed and adopted. However, as others have discussed, changing interfaces is difficult and time consuming [186]; even small changes to the low-level disk standards, such as the evolution from block-based to object-based storage [67], may take many years to come to fruition, or never reach wide-scale adoption at all.

The best system to support cross-layer optimizations requires modification only at a single spot in the stack, not requiring changes throughout many layers. The optimizations realized in such a framework should then work across a broad range of systems with little or no effort. We now describe one such system that we have built, Sky, which is implemented as part of the VMM and enables interesting information-based storage services to be realized.

### 3.2 Design

This section describes the basic techniques used by Sky (implemented as part of the VMM) to intercept system calls (Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) and then details the insights gained by intercepting I/O-related system calls (Subsections 3.2.3 to 3.2.5). Our design was influenced by the following desirables:

- **Simple and Universal**: Favor simple techniques that are widely applicable across operating systems.
- **Timely**: Generate reliable hints as early as possible.
- **Robust and Lightweight**: Keep Sky robust and its overheads low.

Table 3.2 is a summary of all the information tracked by Sky and where the information is used. Sky tracks information about processes, threads, process parent-child relationship and in-progress system calls in order to provide the basic interception framework upon which meaningful insight gathering techniques can be implemented.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Tracked Information</strong></th>
<th><strong>Used for</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>List of monitored processes, their PIDs and their page directory base address.</td>
<td>Interception Framework (Subsection 3.2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threads of monitored processes, their TIDs, stack base pointers and stack size.</td>
<td>Interception Framework (Subsection 3.2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent child relationship between monitored processes.</td>
<td>Interception Framework (Subsection 3.2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Calls in progress for monitored processes along with their arguments and userspace stack pointer value.</td>
<td>Interception Framework (Subsection 3.2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A per-process pool of 8KB userspace buffers allocated by Sky for issuing insightcalls that need their arguments to be in memory.</td>
<td>Interception Framework (Subsection 3.2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of monitored file descriptors, their current file offsets and the maximum file offset accessed so far.</td>
<td>Insight I (Subsection 3.2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of memory-mapped pages for monitored files in monitored processes and their corresponding guest-physical addresses.</td>
<td>Insight II (Subsection 3.2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksums of 4096-byte chunks in data payload of I/O-related system calls are stored while the system call is getting processed. Checksums of 4096-byte chunks in data read from or written to the virtual disk are retained for a certain time period.</td>
<td>Insight II (Subsection 3.2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether a process has file-copy I/O pattern or is encrypting files. Detecting file-copy I/O pattern requires storing checksums of 4096-byte chunks of data read or written by applications temporarily.</td>
<td>Insight III (Subsection 3.2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The checksums of 4096-byte chunks at various file offsets when block lifetimes need to be calculated.</td>
<td>Block Lifetime (Subsection 3.5.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: **Information tracked by Sky.** This table lists the information tracked by Sky about the guest operating system and its processes.
Figure 3.1: **System-Call Interception.** This figure shows the control flow between the guest application, guest operating system and the VMM during a system-call interception in a monitored process. Sky turns off the hardware interception techniques when unmonitored processes are scheduled on a processor.

Depending on the insight generated, additional information is tracked by Sky as listed in Table 3.2.

### 3.2.1 System-Call Interception

Sky intercepts the entry and exit of a subset of I/O and process-management related system calls executed by the guest application in order to gain insights that can be used as hints to improve virtualized-storage performance. Sky configures the processor
before a VM entry so that execution of a system call entry or exit instruction causes a VM exit and transfers control back to Sky (part of VMM). Figure 3.1 shows the control flow during system-call interception. With this ability to intercept system call entries and exits, Sky can monitor the arguments and return codes of system calls to gather insights about the guest application. Being part of the VMM, Sky can access all of the guest VM’s memory enabling further optimizations and new features.

Selective System-Call Interception

Sky avoids the overheads due to intercepting all userspace applications in the guest VM by monitoring only a targeted set of I/O-bound processes. Sky automatically monitors and unmonitors the children of the monitored processes by intercepting process-management related system calls like `fork`, `clone` and `kill`. Sky monitors all threads in a monitored process by default. Whenever a new guest process is scheduled on a virtual processor, Sky checks if the new process is monitored or not and turns system-call interception on or off respectively.

In our prototype, monitoring of applications is bootstrapped by a helper application calling a library function with its own PID and then launching the benchmark application. The library function sends the PID to Sky (which is part of the VMM in the host machine) through the network. Sky automatically monitors the launched benchmark application and any other processes it subsequently creates. More sophisticated policies could be built on top of this scheme when necessary in the future: e.g. tracking and identifying certain applications that are known beforehand to benefit from Sky or periodically monitoring the latency of I/O-related system calls made by guest applications and dynamically turning system-call interception on or off based on these latencies. Our prototype version does not do this.
**Identifying Processes and Threads:** Sky keeps track of the guest operating system assigned process identifiers (PIDs) and thread identifiers (TIDs) for the monitored processes and threads respectively. When intercepting system call entries and exits, Sky uses only the virtual-CPU state to identify the currently executing process or thread. Specifically, processes are identified using the page directory base register (PDBR) that contains the guest-physical address of the currently executing process’s page directory base. Sky maps a PID to the page directory base address by issuing a `getpid` insight-call (described in Subsection 3.2.2). Sky captures the userspace stack base address, stack size and the thread identifier while intercepting thread-creation system calls. Sky differentiates between threads within a process using the stack pointer (SP) register that contains the guest-physical address of the top of the userspace stack. Given the values of the PDBR and SP register, Sky identifies the guest operating system issued process and thread identifiers respectively. Sky maintains a set of all monitored processes, their PIDs, PDBRs, threads, thread TIDs, thread SP values and thread stack sizes.

**Tracking Guest Operating System Scheduling:** Sky intercepts all guest operating system process scheduling by intercepting overwrites to the PDBR of the virtual processor through hardware mechanisms. The PDBR has to be compulsorily overwritten with the page directory base address of the new process during process context switch. Since thread rescheduling does not involve a PDBR overwrite, Sky uses the following technique: during a system-call interception, if Sky detects a different currently running TID from the one that last executed on the same virtual processor during the last system-call interception, it knows a thread switch has occurred. Such delayed detection of a thread switch only when a system call is intercepted is sufficient for matching a system call exit correctly with its entry.
3.2.2 Insight-Calls: Sky-Introduced System Calls

In certain scenarios, Sky needs access to the state maintained by the guest operating system in order to gather more insights efficiently, easily and in a manner that eases portability across different guest operating systems. Sky (which is part of the VMM) issues system calls to the guest operating system in the context of an intercepted guest application in order to read state from the guest operating system. We call such Sky-issued system calls as Insight-Calls. Sky currently issues insight-calls only when it is intercepting an actual system call made by a guest application and to only read state from the guest operating system. Insight-calls never change the state of the guest operating system because that would be outside the knowledge of the guest application and could lead to erroneous application behavior.

**Insight-Call:** To issue an insight-call, Sky first saves the intercepted system call entry’s system call number and arguments (call it “syscallinformation”) into a private data structure and then replaces them with those corresponding to the insight-call that it wishes to issue to the guest operating system. When Sky subsequently intercepts the system call exit, it restores back “syscallinformation” into the appropriate registers and additionally decrements the current instruction pointer (IP) appropriately to point back to the system call entry instruction. This way, the original guest-issued system call is now executed by the guest operating system. Sky can also issue a series of such insight-calls when more complex information needs to be gathered from the guest operating system. Sky uses insight-calls in several scenarios like: getting the PID of the process currently executing (Subsection 3.2.1), getting the current size of the file backing an open file descriptor (Subsection 3.2.3) and handling “misaligned or small I/O requests” (Subsection 3.2.4).

We note that, customers who do not completely trust their service providers (e.g., in a IaaS cloud computing model) with the usage of insight-calls could be given an option to opt-out of Sky during their sign-up process. Also, to improve performance
in some cases, it is possible to avoid insight-calls and instead directly access the guest operating system internal state to get the required information [55]. Sky does not use such optimizations because the effort does not seem justified given the relatively small number of insight-calls. Exploring such optimizations is left as future work.

3.2.3 Insight I: Guest File System File Size Information

A storage system cache can achieve improved cache hit rates by knowing whether an I/O request is issued on a small file or a large file [131]. This is because large files are usually laid out sequentially on a magnetic disk and therefore cache misses on reads to small files are costlier than misses on a large file. Moreover, more small files can be cached in the same cache space occupied by a large file. Sky implicitly classifies I/O requests based on the size of the corresponding file by keeping track of the current file sizes of all files opened by a monitored process. An example of such file size based classification is shown later in Table 3.6 of the iCache case study (Section 3.6).

Sky achieves such file-size based classification by intercepting the I/O-related system calls like \texttt{open}, \texttt{read}, \texttt{write}, \texttt{lseek} and \texttt{close} in order to capture information like: current open file descriptors in a process, the current file offsets for those file descriptors, the files behind those file descriptors and their current file sizes.

Selectively monitoring only certain files: Sky can be instructed to selectively intercept I/O to only specific files using a control command sent through the network. The current prototype version of Sky allows specifying such files using their path prefix that denotes their location in the guest file-system hierarchy. Sky issues a \texttt{getcwd} insight-call in order to get the current working directory of the process before prefix matching files opened using relative file paths. A variety of other policies for specifying which files to selectively monitor are possible. Our current prototype implementation does not handle symbolic or hard links and requires that separate control commands be used to instruct
Sky to monitor such links as well. However, a future version of Sky could use additional insight-calls during file open time to check for and resolve symbolic or hard links to verify if they need to be monitored.

**Tracking File Sizes:** Sky tracks the current file offset and the highest file offset accessed so far for all the monitored file descriptors whenever an I/O is performed by a guest application using read, write and other similar system calls. Sky also tracks the current file size for all monitored file descriptors using an `lstat` or `lseek` insight-call.

Sky translates the file size information into an I/O class and hints the VMM-level storage cache to adjust the priority based on the I/O class. Sky uses checksums of the payload to match insights obtained by intercepting system calls with their corresponding I/O requests that occur later. Therefore, Sky always associates gathered insights with a particular I/O request rather than with the virtual-disk sectors to which the I/O request is destined. This prevents insights from becoming stale when the corresponding sectors are reallocated to a different file. A case study on such a smart storage cache called iCache with its performance compared against a normal storage cache is detailed in Section 3.6.

### 3.2.4 Insight II: Guest File System Metadata vs. Data Classification

Cache hits can be improved by distinguishing file system metadata from application data and giving higher priority to file system metadata [131]. The file system inside the guest operating system kernel organizes information on the virtual disk by writing metadata information (e.g. block allocation bitmap, file offset to disk block translation) in addition to the data from the guest application. However, the distinction between guest file system written metadata and guest-application written data is not available at the virtual disk in the VMM. Sky provides useful hints to the virtual disk to distinguish metadata I/O requests from data I/O requests. The basic idea behind this insight is the observation that all data I/O requests originate from the guest application while
all metadata I/O requests originate from the in-kernel file system within the guest operating system. Sky tracks the set of all data I/O requests that originate from the guest application using system-call interception and identifies metadata I/O requests by exclusion from this set. Subsections 3.2.4 to 3.2.4 detail how to handle different types of I/O system calls using this basic technique.

Handling Synchronous I/O

Synchronous I/O is performed primarily using the `read` and `write` system calls. Both take three arguments: the open file descriptor on which I/O is requested, the address of a userspace buffer for I/O contents and the number of bytes in the I/O. These system calls return the number of bytes successfully accessed upon success and a negative error code upon failure. Other system calls for performing synchronous I/O like `pread`, `pwrite`, `preadv` and `pwritev` are handled similarly.

**Writes:** When a guest application issues a `write` system call to write data to a file, Sky intercepts the system call entry and calculates the checksums of every 4096-byte sized chunk in the userspace buffer supplied by the application. Sky, being part of the VMM, easily translates the guest-virtual address of the userspace buffer to host-virtual addresses while accessing the userspace buffer. Sky stores these checksums in a hash table. The `I/O class` based on the file size insight described earlier in Subsection 3.2.3 can also be stored in this hash table. When this system call is then serviced by the guest operating system, it eventually causes a write I/O request to the virtual disk. Sky also interposes on this subsequent write request to the virtual disk to calculate the checksums of every 4096-byte chunk and looks up the checksums in the hash table. If the checksum is found, it indicates that the content originated from the guest application and hence is a data I/O request. Checksums for metadata I/O requests will never be found in the hash table. Sky removes the checksums from the hash table after the lookup to avoid
Reads: Reads have to be handled slightly differently by Sky. When a guest application issues a read system call, the data is available in the userspace buffer only after the system call completes because the data has to be read from the virtual disk or the buffer cache as part of the read system call servicing by the guest operating system. Hence, Sky interposes all read requests to the virtual disk and calculates the checksums of every 4096-byte sized chunk being read and stores them in a hash table along with the corresponding sector number in the virtual disk and a timestamp. Subsequently, Sky also interposes the exit of the read system call that caused the read request to the virtual disk, calculates the checksums of every 4096-byte chunk in the userspace buffer and looks up the checksums from the hash table. If the lookup succeeds, Sky classifies the request as data I/O and removes the checksums from the hash table. All entries remaining in the hash table after a configurable sufficiently long delay (currently set at 4 seconds) are classified as reads due to metadata I/O requests. In the experiments presented in this chapter, we never had to re-configure this delay value.

Handling Asynchronous I/O:

When a guest application issues an asynchronous I/O system call, the I/O is not complete when the system call returns. Rather, the I/O completes at a later point in time and the guest application learns about the completion later using a separate system call. Hence, for asynchronous read I/O system calls, Sky performs the checksum calculation and lookups after the I/O request is completed by the guest operating system. For asynchronous write I/O requests, the checksum calculation occurs during the I/O-submission system call entry.
Handling Memory Mapped I/O:

Memory mapped I/O is performed by mapping a region of the file address space to a region of the process’s virtual-memory address space. I/O requests to the virtual disk are automatically issued by the guest operating system when the memory mapped address space is accessed by the guest application. Because there are no system calls to intercept for insights when I/O happens, memory-mapped I/O is specially handled by Sky. Sky intercepts the `mmap` system call that initially performs the memory mapping with parameters that specify the starting virtual-memory address and the length of the memory-mapped region. At this time, Sky write protects the host operating system memory pages that contain the guest page-table entries behind the memory-mapped virtual address space. This write protection ensures traps to Sky whenever the guest operating system changes the guest-physical pages backing the memory-mapped virtual address space. Thus, Sky continuously keeps track of the most recent guest-physical pages (and their host-physical pages) backing the memory-mapped virtual address space in a global hash table.

A memory-mapped I/O request automatically issued by the guest operating system to the virtual disk always contains the guest-physical address backing the memory-mapped virtual page that was accessed. This is because memory-mapped I/O skips the buffer cache in the guest operating system. When Sky intercepts the I/O requests to the virtual disk, it also looks up the host-physical addresses of the pages behind every I/O request in the global hash table described above. A successful lookup indicates a data I/O request while a failure means metadata. Sky removes the old addresses and adds new ones to the hash table when the guest operating system unmaps the old guest-physical pages and maps new ones for the memory-mapped virtual address space.
Handling Misaligned and Small I/O:

Sky always calculates checksums of 4096-byte chunks that are aligned with 4096-byte file offset boundaries so that the checksums remain valid when interposing the I/O requests to the virtual disk despite the guest operating system splitting or merging I/O requests. 4096 bytes or a sector is the smallest addressable unit for modern disk drives and is smaller than or equal to the file system block size. However, guest applications can issue I/O system calls that result in chunks smaller than 4096 bytes either due to small I/O
requests or due to I/O requests misaligned with the 4096-byte file offset boundaries. Sky handles such I/O requests by reading the necessary contents from the file using Insight-Calls to form 4096-byte chunks as outlined in Figure 3.2 and described below. It should be noted that because our prototype uses the insights as hints for performance improvements, it could skip handling misaligned and small I/O requests.

1. Sky allocates a 8192-Byte private anonymous userspace buffer in the guest-application’s virtual address space using a `mmap` insight-call. Sky also adds this 8192-byte userspace buffer into a free memory pool that it maintains for every guest process so that future Insight-Calls for this process can reuse the same buffer.

2. Sky then reads any necessary additional content located before and after the small or misaligned I/O request’s file offset as needed using `pread` insight-call into the first and second 4096 bytes of the userspace buffer allocated in the previous step.

3. Sky then calculates checksums of resulting aligned 4096-byte chunks before finally reissuing the original guest-application’s system call. For misaligned reads alone, Sky issues the original guest-application’s system call before issuing the `pread` insight-calls so as to avoid multiple disk requests for large multiblock reads. This way the total number of disk I/O requests generated remains the same while handling misaligned or small read requests.

As an optimization, Sky also caches the contents of the most recent I/O along with the file descriptor, file offset and data size information for monitored processes. Using this information, misaligned I/O resulting from a strided access pattern that starts at an unaligned offset can be handled without using the process described above that uses additional insight-calls.

**Note:** Certain file systems store both metadata and data in the same virtual-disk block: e.g. Ext4’s inline data feature stores tiny files inside the inode structure. Sky classifies
such blocks as metadata. There is a very small window of chance when a monitored
guest application could generate data blocks that match the metadata blocks generated
by the guest file system within the short duration of the virtual-disk access times for
those data blocks. Since, our prototype uses insights as hints, such small chances of
misclassification are tolerable.

3.2.5 Insight III: Application I/O semantics and patterns

Tracking the I/O semantics and patterns of applications can be helpful in improving their
performance. Sky can detect I/O patterns without any modifications to the application
or the guest operating system. Sky sends the I/O-pattern insights as hints to the storage
system. Example I/O-pattern insights are “knowing when an application is encrypting
data” or “knowing when an application is copying data from one file to another”. We
show how these I/O-pattern insights can be used to improve the performance of a
deduplication system in Section 3.7.

Detecting File Encryption: Sky uses the names of the executables and the file name
extensions of the destination files to derive hints about encryption. Sky issues a sysctl
insight-call or a readlink insight-call to get the name of the executable depending
on whether the guest operating system is Linux or FreeBSD respectively. The file
name extensions are available as an argument while intercepting open system calls.
Sophisticated executable identification and file type detection by examining the contents
of the executable and destination file is left as future work. Alternate generic approaches
could also be explored in future: e.g. Sky could flag processes whose writes repeatedly
fail to get deduplicated so as to skip deduplication for future writes from such flagged
processes.
Detecting File Copy: Sky detects file-copy I/O patterns by first targeting certain guest applications by using the executable names as a hint: e.g. Unix tools like `cp` and `dd`. Sky then stores the checksums of 4096-byte chunks being read by such targeted applications in a hash table. Finally, Sky looks up the checksums of 4096-byte data chunks being written by these applications in the hash table to confirm the file-copy I/O pattern. Repeated matches indicate a file-copy I/O pattern in progress.

3.2.6 Application Supplied Insights

Certain applications already perform or can be easily modified to perform better I/O classification because they have the most information about the I/O requests that they issue. The exact policy used for I/O classification depends on the guest application. For example: a cloud file server can associate its premium customers with a higher priority I/O classification ensuring a better quality-of-service, a database server can associate I/O requests to certain data structures like the “secondary index” with lower priority to ensure better overall throughput (Subsection 3.6.2).

Guest applications can pass the I/O classification information on a per-system-call basis by calling an alternate library function that is similar to its counterpart in standard libraries like libc. This alternate function takes an additional last argument for the I/O class. For example, a C application calls `iwrite(file descriptor, buffer, size, ioclass)` library function to perform writes instead of the usual `write(file descriptor, buffer, size) libc function. The iwrite library function issues the write system call with two additional last arguments: an additional magic number argument and the I/O classification number. During system-call interception, if Sky sees that a system call has the magic number as the second-to-last argument, then it indicates that the guest application is supplying explicit I/O classification information in the last argument. Therefore, Sky uses the guest application supplied I/O classification and
turns off its own implicit I/O classification based on “file size”, “file system metadata vs. data” and “application I/O semantics” for that I/O request. This approach of passing I/O classification along with every system call allows fine granular control on every I/O request rather than over an entire file. Also, it allows passing down the I/O classification information from the guest application to Sky very efficiently in a timely manner. Guest applications that directly access a virtual disk without a file system can also pass I/O classification using this approach.

3.3 Implementation

3.3.1 Interception Techniques

Intercepting System Call entries and exits: Sky uses previously known techniques [53, 152] to intercept all x86-64 system call instructions except the IRET instruction for which we describe a new technique below. All the experiments in this chapter use 64-bit guest operating systems and they run on an Intel processor; therefore, they all used the Syscall, Sysret and IRET instructions for performing system calls. We tested out some of the other previously known interception techniques [53, 152] listed below but did not use them with Sky. A comparison of Sky with related work in the field of Virtual Machine Introspection is in Section 5.2.

• **INT 80:** The Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT) size is restricted to cause faults during software interrupts.

• **Syscall and Sysret:** The SCE flag is unset so that the syscall/sysret instruction causes a VM exit.

• **Sysenter and Sysexit:** The SYSENTER_CS_MSR machine status register is set to NULL so that the sysenter/sysexit instruction causes a VM exit.

• **IRET:** Both Linux and FreeBSD kernels use the IRET instruction for returning from
a system call during slow return scenarios that include situations where userspace signal handlers are invoked before returning from the system call. We could not easily intercept the IRET instruction directly using architectural support with the Intel virtualization extensions unlike the AMD virtualization technology [9, 90]. Sky intercepts the system call exits that use IRET instruction using the following technique. Whenever Sky intercepts a system call entry instruction, Sky subtracts the size of the syscall instruction from the userspace IP register and keeps track of any such subtraction made. This subtraction guarantees an interception during the system call exit because the syscall instruction will be re-executed again artificially upon system call exit. There are two possibilities during the subsequent system call exit: the guest operating system either uses the Sysret/Sysexit instruction or uses the IRET instruction. In the former case, Sky intercepts the Sysret/Sysexit instruction using hardware mechanisms, gathers insight and undoes the subtraction because it is no longer needed. In the latter case, though the IRET instruction cannot be intercepted, the artificial re-execution of the syscall instruction will be intercepted by Sky, at which point Sky completes the insight processing and skips executing the artificial syscall instruction.

**Intercepting Guest Operating System Scheduling:** Both Intel and AMD hardware virtualization extensions allow intercepting writes to the PDBR by setting a specific bit in the VM execution control register.

### 3.3.2 Handling Process Rescheduling

Sky gathers insights by analyzing system call arguments and the returned values. However, there are some tricky scenarios that arise when the guest operating system reschedules monitored processes across different virtual processors. In these scenarios, associ-
Figure 3.3: Split System Call. This figure depicts how Sky handles the scenario when a system call entry and its exit occur on two different virtual processors due to a context switch during the guest operating system system call handler execution.

Matching system call exits with entries: Sky matches system call exits with entries based on the fact that system calls are synchronous. There is at most one outstanding system call for any given process (or thread) at any point in time. Sky copies over the system call number, arguments and the PID of the currently executing process while intercepting a system call entry on any of the virtual processors. Sky matches the subsequent system call exit that occurs on a virtual processor with the currently outstanding system call entry on the same virtual processor.

Split system call entries and exits: I/O-related system calls that usually involve a disk access often get rescheduled to a different virtual processor after issuing the system call but before the guest operating system returns after processing the system call. Sky
needs to correctly match a system call exit that occurs on the new virtual processor with its system call entry that occurred earlier on a different virtual processor. To this end, whenever a new process is scheduled on a virtual processor, Sky checks if there is an outstanding system call entry in that virtual processor. If so, Sky stores that system call information into a global hash table with the PID or TID as the key. During system call exit on a new virtual processor, the contents of the CR3 register and the SP register are used to identify the process or thread (as detailed in Subsection 3.2.1). In order to match a system call exit to its system call entry, Sky first looks up in this global hash table with the PID or TID of the currently executing process or thread for any matching outstanding system call. If a match is found, it is removed and the system call is processed for insights. A match won’t be found if the previous virtual processor is still idle and no new process has been scheduled on it yet by the guest operating system. In this case, Sky looks up each of the other virtual processors for an outstanding system call entry that matches the PID or TID for the system call exit being matched. This look up always succeeds because the outstanding system call entry either has to be in the global hash table or with one of the other virtual processors.

**Handling Signal Handlers:** When there are pending signals for a process, the corresponding userspace signal handlers (if any) are invoked by the guest operating system before a system call exit occurs. The signal handlers could possibly issue new system calls too even before the previous system call is finished. Since the signal handler is invoked using a signal stack, the new system call will have a different userspace SP value during system-call interception. Sky detects such signal-handler invocations by noticing this difference in userspace SP and stores the outstanding system-call information into the global hash table. Subsequently, when the outstanding system call’s exit occurs after the signal-handler invocation is complete, Sky looks up the global hash table to find the system call information and processes it for gathering insights.
3.3.3 Linux vs. FreeBSD System Call Interface

**Guest operating system identification:** Our prototype takes the guest operating system type as a configuration parameter but it is possible to infer this automatically. Known techniques that use VM memory analysis [118] can be used to distinguish Linux from Windows. Linux and FreeBSD differ in the system call number for `exit` which is the last system call executed by a process and it does not return anything. VM memory analysis coupled with observation of system call numbers, their arguments, return values and frequencies could be used as a general approach to detect the guest operating system type automatically in a future version of Sky. Sky depends on the knowledge about the guest operating system’s system calls, their numbers, their parameters and their return codes in order to gather insights correctly. System Calls do not change often between versions of the same operating system but Sky must be able to recognize when such changes happen in order to support that version of the operating system.

Sky handles the following differences between Linux and FreeBSD system call interfaces:

- **Thread-related system calls:** FreeBSD guest operating system uses system calls like `thr_new`, `thr_kill` and `thr_exit` for threads while Linux guest operating system uses `clone`, `kill` and `exit`.

- **FreeBSD `nosys` system call:** System-Call numbered 0 in x86-64 FreeBSD is an indirect system call that takes another system call number as its first argument and invokes its system call handler. Sky intercepts such `nosys` system calls and gathers insights corresponding to the actual system call that gets executed.

- For failed system calls, the FreeBSD guest operating system sets the Carry Flag in the virtual processor and returns a positive error code integer while the Linux guest operating system just returns the negated value of the error code integer.
3.3.4 Prototype

We implemented a prototype of Sky using the KVM/Qemu VMM for the Linux operating system on an x86-64 machine. Figure 3.4 shows the organization of a typical setup of running VMs using KVM/Qemu [27, 109]. The host machine runs a Linux operating system that has a KVM kernel module. Each of the guest VMs is by itself a userspace process running the Qemu emulation program. The KVM kernel module exposes the hardware virtualization features of the processor to accelerate running the userspace Qemu-emulated guest VM.

Almost all of the Sky logic is implemented within the KVM kernel module. We hope that Sky will become part of the mainstream KVM with options to turn it off if users want to. Sky is 7.8 KLOC of new code added to 43.6 KLOC of unmodified KVM source code. This is a modest increase in the hypervisor codebase. Our prototype uses a pseudo device driver in the host operating system (3.8 KLOC of source code) to intercept the I/O requests to the virtual disk rather than intercepting them in the Qemu userspace emulator. This avoids the overheads associated with the communication between host-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host Processor</td>
<td>Intel i5, 3.3GHz, VT-x/EPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host OS</td>
<td>Linux (Kernel v3.11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest OS</td>
<td>Linux or FreeBSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qemu Version</td>
<td>Qemu v2.5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM Version</td>
<td>KVM v3.10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host, Guest Memory</td>
<td>16 GB, 6 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Disk</td>
<td>16 GB Paravirt (RAW Disk format)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backing Disk</td>
<td>80 GB, 7200 RPM Magnetic Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Device</td>
<td>2 GB In-Memory Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bcache Version</td>
<td>Comes with Linux Kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host FS</td>
<td>Ext3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: **Experimental setup.** This table shows the experimental setup used to evaluate the Sky prototype.

userspace and host-kernelspace while keeping the number of modified components minimal. Because the I/O requests to the virtual disk are intercepted within the host operating system kernel, Sky will also intercept disk I/O requests from the VMM and the host file system that are necessary for laying out the virtual disk on the backing physical disk. Sky correctly classifies such I/O requests as metadata because they won’t be found in the set of data I/O requests tracked by Sky. Sky uses 64 bit checksums calculated using the 64 bit FNV-1a hash algorithm [60]. Bloom filters are used for quick lookups when appropriate: to check whether a process is monitored or unmonitored and to check whether a system call is I/O or process-management related or not. All the results reported in the following sections (Sections 3.4 to 3.8) are the average of three trials.

### 3.4 Overhead Evaluation

Our experimental setup is outlined in Table 3.3. The virtual disk is loaded in KVM/Qemu with cache parameter as “none” so that the Qemu-provided cache is disabled for evaluating the effects of the enhanced caching with insights. For all experiments in this chapter,
the measurements reported as when running without Sky are taken by disabling the Sky relevant code in our modified KVM module as opposed to using an untouched vanilla KVM version. We saw no measured difference in runtime or memory consumed when running a vanilla KVM version versus our modified KVM with Sky related code disabled.

During each VM exit caused by a system-call interception KVM code gets executed in order to figure out the exit reason, to handle the exit and to emulate the instruction that caused the VM exit. In addition to this, Sky performs some computational work and hash table lookups to do the following: check whether the current process is monitored or not, check whether there has been a thread switch since the last system call interception for the same process, check if this is a split system call or if there has been a signal-handler invocation and perform statistics update for timing measurements to aid experimentation. This leads to CPU cache pollution.

We used a set of micro and macro benchmarks to evaluate the overheads due to Sky. The benchmarks were run both with and without Sky. iDedup and iCache were both disabled for these experiments. We ran these measurements on two different guest operating systems: Linux and FreeBSD. When run without Sky, there is no system-call interception happening. The difference in runtime is used to calculate the overheads introduced by Sky as shown in Table 3.4. The percentage overhead that Sky introduces for real applications and macro benchmarks is minimal (under 5%) as seen from the last five rows of the two Table 3.4. The overall overhead is also split up to show how much of it is due to VM exits, basic Sky system-call interception and insight generation.

**Micro-benchmarks:** We use three types of micro benchmarks to measure the overhead imposed by Sky and their results are presented in Table 3.4. The repeated reads and writes benchmark accesses the same offset in a file leading to no actual virtual-disk I/O. When there is high-latency disk I/O (e.g. Random Writes workload), the overhead
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>With Sky (secs)</th>
<th>Without Sky (secs)</th>
<th>% Total Overhead (Splitup: VM Exits /Sky Interception /Insights)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>With Linux Guest OS and Ext3 FS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Reads</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>1 (1/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Writes</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>1 (1/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Reads</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>-2 (-/-/-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Writes</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>9 (4/ 2/ 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Reads</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>256 (157/41/58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Writes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>248 (153/86/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>5 (0/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Search</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>4 (2/ 2/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Copy</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>-1 (-/-/-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail Server</td>
<td>385.1</td>
<td>381.1</td>
<td>1 (0/ 1/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H (MySQL)</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3 (3/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>With FreeBSD Guest OS and UFS FS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Reads</td>
<td>185.2</td>
<td>183.3</td>
<td>1 (1/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Writes</td>
<td>272.5</td>
<td>269.8</td>
<td>1 (1/ 0/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Reads</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>18 (13/2/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Writes</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>27 (24/1/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Reads</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>106 (68/16/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated Writes</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>109 (68/16/25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>2 (0/ 1/ 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Search</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>2 (1/ 1/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Copy</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>1 (0/ 1/ 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail Server</td>
<td>163.5</td>
<td>160.8</td>
<td>2 (0/ 1/ 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-H (MySQL)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>-3 (-/-/-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: **System-Call Interception introduced overheads.** This table compares the time taken for various workloads when run with and without Sky on both Linux and FreeBSD guest operating systems. System-Call Interception was turned on when running with Sky and was turned off when running without Sky. iCache and iDedup were both disabled. The total percentage overhead is shown and also splitup into sub components of percentage overhead due to VM exits, Sky interception and Sky insight computation.

introduced by Sky for every I/O request is negligible when compared to the disk latency. However, the overhead of Sky is relatively high compared to the I/O request’s latency when there is no disk I/O (e.g. Repeated Write to the same offset of a file). Sky is
designed for I/O applications that issue I/O requests that involve accessing the disk. The repeated reads and writes micro benchmark is a worst case workload for Sky and hence system-call interception should be turned off for such applications.

**Macro-benchmark and applications:** We measured the overhead introduced by Sky for file encryption using the *gpg* command, file search using the *find* command, file copy using the *cp* command, Filebench varmail benchmark and TPC-H query on a MySQL database server. As shown in Table 3.4, the overheads are minimal (under 5%).

**Memory overhead:** Across all the experiments we ran, Sky used a peak memory usage of 33 MB of memory for its data structures including the various hash tables (not shown in Table 3.4). The amount of state maintained by Sky is on the order of 10s of bytes for every 4096 bytes of in-progress I/O (system call has been issued but virtual-disk I/O is not yet complete). Therefore, even for write-intensive workloads with 100s of 4K IOPS and a write delay of 10 seconds due to guest operating system page cache, the memory overhead will be on the order of 10s of MBs.

### 3.5 Case Study #1: Information Gathering

In this case study, we show two examples of information gathering using Sky that are either useful by itself or can be used to improve storage performance.

#### 3.5.1 Accuracy of data classification for different file systems

We ran the varmail workload from the Filebench [124] benchmark suite after configuring it to finish after running a total of 100000 operations like file delete, file create, file append, file sync and whole file read. We also modified the Filebench benchmark to report the total number of 4096-byte chunks of data written to files. Sky classifies all
Table 3.5: **Accuracy of Sky.** *This table shows the data writes misclassification error percentage for Filebench varmail on different file systems.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guest FS</th>
<th>Guest OS</th>
<th>Misclassification Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ext3, Ext4, XFS, JFS, Nilfs2, Reiserfs</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Btrfs</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFS</td>
<td>BSD</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZFS</td>
<td>BSD</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the written data with a zero error percentage for all but two copy-on-write file systems as shown in Table 3.5. We saw small inaccuracies for the copy-on-write file systems Btrfs and ZFS (3.9% and 0.7%) which is a limitation of our current prototype. All writes that are not data are classified as metadata. This information is useful to evaluate the accuracy of Sky as well as to take a closer look into performance of different guest file systems as part of a virtualized-storage stack.

### 3.5.2 Block lifetimes

A VMM could use information about block lifetimes in order to schedule write back caching using a persistent cache device, to perform data reorganization on the backing physical disk, to intelligently prefetch content that skips dead blocks or to optimize recovery by skipping dead blocks [161, 186]. Sky allows a VMM to get the block liveness information in a virtual machine setting without modifying the guest operating system, file system or the applications. When the virtual disk and the file system support TRIM or UNMAP commands, Sky could track block liveness with less effort by tracking only those blocks that get deleted and are quickly reallocated before a TRIM or UNMAP command is issued to the virtual disk. Our current prototype of Sky targets applications that can tolerate a small level of inaccuracy due to checksum collisions. A detailed comparison with past related work on block liveness is in Section 5.2.
Figure 3.5: **CDF of block lifetimes for a synthetic workload.** This figure shows the CDF of block lifetimes calculated using two approaches for a synthetic workload that writes 80 MB of data and deletes the files after a 30 secs delay.

**Approach:** Sky uniquely identifies files by the guest disk device number and inode number. Sky maintains checksums of 4096-byte chunks at various file offsets by intercepting `write` and other related system calls. It detects block lifetimes by detecting overwrites to content already present at various file offsets. Sky also intercepts `unlink`, `truncate` and related system calls to accurately take into account file deletes and truncates. Figure 3.5 compares the block lifetimes calculated using a naive approach that just uses block overwrites with that calculated using Sky for a synthetic workload that writes 80 MB worth of file contents, sleeps for 30 seconds and finally deletes the files. This synthetic workload helps illustrate that Sky correctly handles file deletes. Since the naive approach does not know about the file deletes or truncates, it thinks all the blocks are still alive, while Sky correctly calculates the block lifetimes as approximately 30 seconds for all the blocks.
Figure 3.6: CDF of block lifetimes for Filebench workloads. The CDF does not reach 1.0 because there are some blocks still alive at the end of these Filebench workloads.

Figure 3.6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of block lifetimes for four Filebench workloads. Sky could use such block lifetime information about the running workloads to adjust the delay while scheduling write-back from a faster persistent cache device to the slower disk. The CDF does not reach 1.0 because there are some blocks still alive at the end of these Filebench workloads.

### 3.6 Case Study #2: iCache

In this case study, we show how the effectiveness of a storage cache can be improved for certain workloads by using the policy of caching small files and file system metadata with higher priority. This policy is complementary to the traditional cache-management algorithms like LRU, LFU, MQ [232] and ARC [127]. Such traditional cache-management algorithms differentiate disk blocks only based on their access patterns and do not
associate any semantic meaning to them. Our work adds this missing semantic meaning to the traditional cache-management algorithms. Sky helps VMs make better use of their fair share of cache allocated by the hypervisor and is complementary to algorithms for fair cache partitioning between VMs. We also show how a MySQL server can be easily modified to pass insights directly to Sky bypassing the guest operating system.

### 3.6.1 Implementation

**Bcache External Disk Caching Module:** We integrated the Bcache block device caching layer from the Linux kernel with Sky’s pseudo device driver. I/O to the slower magnetic disk that contains the virtual disk is cached using an in-memory disk. We made the following modifications to the stock Bcache code (adding 10% new code):

- Added statistics collection to track and report sector-level hits and misses rather than the default request-level reporting.
- Added code to search for the slot holding a particular sector and change its priority.
- Added code to not cache guest file system journal writes so that effects of the iCache can be compared against the normal cache with more clarity.
- Allowed “clearing the cache” and “reading the list of cached sectors” from the userspace for experimental convenience.

**Enforcing Higher Priority for Metadata and Small File I/O:** Bcache sets the priority of a newly allocated slot to 32K. The priorities of all slots are decremented periodically

### Table 3.6: Policy to assign I/O class to disk I/O requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Size (MB)</th>
<th>&lt;14</th>
<th>&lt;10</th>
<th>&lt;5</th>
<th>&lt;2</th>
<th>&lt;1</th>
<th>Meta Data</th>
<th>Skip Dedup.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I/O class</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The default I/O class is 0. Priority increases with increasing I/O class values (0-lowest, 5-highest). Sky uses I/O class 32 to hint that the payload is unique and deduplication can be skipped.
based on the amount of data handled by the cache. Upon a read hit, the priorities of the corresponding slots are reset to 32K. The slots with lower priority are reclaimed earlier. We added code to set the priority of slots containing small file data and metadata to higher values between 32K to 64K based on the I/O class.

For write requests, the priority of metadata and small file I/O is set appropriately when new slots are allocated in bcache to hold the data because the insight is available by then. However, for read requests, the classification insight will be available only at a later point in time. For data read requests, the insight is known when the corresponding system call’s exit is intercepted by Sky and its checksums looked up. For metadata read requests, the insight is known when the remaining checksums are cleared out from global hash table after a configurable sufficiently long delay. Hence, for read requests, the priority of the slots is updated when the insight is available. Data readahead issued by the guest operating system that are not subsequently read by the guest application before the 4 seconds delay and still remaining in the bcache will have their priorities increased as well thereby avoiding a possible miss if at all the guest application reads them in the future.

3.6.2 Evaluation

We now show how the performance of a variety of real applications and macro benchmarks can be improved by using this iCache. The policy used by the iCache is to give the highest priority to metadata followed by lower priorities for data depending on the size of the file as shown in Table 3.6. The emphasis is on how classification of I/O requests and their differential treatment can bring benefits rather than the particular choice of this policy. Applications that fit a different policy profile can use their own policies as described in Subsection 3.6.2. As an example of such a scenario, we show how a virtual file server in the cloud that serves customers with different priorities can pass down
this information to the Virtual Disk with very little modification.

We run the experiments both with a normal cache as well as with the iCache and compare. The amount of physical resources available is the same for the normal cache and iCache. Also, when using the normal cache, system calls are not intercepted, thereby avoiding interception overheads. The differences in results are due to the differential caching done by iCache.

**File Name Search (find)**

A Linux kernel source code archive of size 115 MB is unzipped and untarred into a newly created file system 10 times creating 450K files with total disk usage of 6 GB. The find command is used to search for a non-existent file. The iCache retains the file system metadata when the Linux kernel source files are written due to its policy of
Figure 3.8: **TPCH on MySQL Server Results.** This figure compares the cache hit percentage, cache contents and the runtimes for a TPC-H query workload on bcache and iCache. The numbers above the runtime bars for iCache are the speedups achieved over bcache.

giving higher priority to metadata than for the file contents. Because searching for a file using the `find` command only reads the file system metadata, the iCache outperforms the normal cache for this workload by 3.6 to 4.6 times as shown in Figure 3.7.

**TPC-H on MySQL Database Server**

We now show how a more sophisticated real world application can be modified in a way that it can explicitly classify I/O requests for differential caching. We changed the MySQL database server in order to differentiate I/O requests to the Clustered Index (which also contains the table data) from those to the Secondary Index by storing a tag in a thread local store at the various I/O-generating functions. Overheads due to our modifications to MySQL [145] were negligible. The mechanism described earlier in Subsection 3.2.6 is used to pass the I/O class along with the system calls. Since the
secondary index can be huge in size and is also sequential on disk, the current policy we use is to give the secondary index data a lower priority than all other I/O requests. This is similar to the policy used by Mesnier et al. who used filter drivers and kernel changes to modify storage interfaces to pass I/O classification information in Windows and Linux operating systems respectively. They then use the I/O classification information to implement a cache similar to iCache [131]. The advantage of iCache is that it does need modifications to the operating system or the storage interfaces.

We load the TPC-H tables relevant to query number 16 with scale factor 1.7, create a few secondary indices on some columns on the tables and finally execute the query [210]. The iCache is able to retain the table data while the secondary index is created due to the policy of lower priority to secondary data. Hence, as shown in Figure 3.8, query number 16 which performs a join on two tables without using any secondary index executes faster on the iCache by 2.3 to 8.8 times.

### 3.7 Case Study #3: iDedup

In this case study, we demonstrate how the performance of a deduplication system can be improved by using hints about the semantics of the I/O workload gathered by Sky. First, we show how an application that copies one file to another could greatly benefit by avoiding expensive disk-backed hash table lookups. Second, we show how such hash table lookups and additions can be avoided for encryption workloads that very rarely get deduped [198]. The time taken for hash lookups and additions can be substantial because hashes are randomly distributed and it is impractical to keep all the hashes in memory; therefore, a disk-backed hash table that is persisted by frequent flushes leads to slow random I/Os during lookups and additions [122, 233]. When using iDedup in real production environments, the hints generation approach could be altered to suit the target environment. For example, our current implementation detects encryption
I/O pattern using application names and destination file name extensions as hints but an alternate approach could flag processes whose I/O requests repeatedly fail to be deduplicated.

3.7.1 Implementation

**Dmdedup Block Layer Deduplication:** We made the following modifications to the stock *dmdedup* [206] code (adding 14.5% new code):

- Added code to specially handle writes that are known beforehand to contain unique payload (e.g. encrypted content) by skipping the initial search and the subsequent addition to the hash table mapping the block checksums to the corresponding physical block numbers.
- Added code to maintain an in-memory cache of block checksum to physical-block number mappings. This in-memory cache is populated during a read issued by a process flagged by Sky as exhibiting the file-copy I/O pattern. *iDedup* checks this in-memory cache for every write before issuing an expensive lookup to the disk backed hash table.
- Added statistics collection to track and report the count of unique and file-copy hints, the hits in the in-memory cache of checksums to physical-block numbers, and the total time spent by all write requests in *dmdedup*.

3.7.2 Evaluation

We compare the performance of two different applications on *iDedup* against *dmdedup*. *Dmdedup* uses Dmbufio to buffer the I/O accesses to its disk backend. We ran the following experiments with a Dmbufio size of 1% and 10% of the peak metadata storage needs for the corresponding workload. 1% to 10% metadata cache sizes are typical in real deduplication systems [122]. The system calls are not intercepted for gathering insights when using *dmdedup* avoiding the overheads of system-call interception.
File Copy Results.
The numbers on top of the light colored bars show the speedup achieved for the file copy workload when run with file-copy hints on iDedup.

File Copy (cp)

The deduplication system is first warmed up by copying a 500 MB file full of random data on a newly created file system. Next the experiment is run which copies the just copied 500 MB file to another new file using the Unix `cp` command. Sky detects the file-copy I/O pattern and sends down hints to iDedup for every read issued by file-copy application. For such hinted reads, iDedup caches the mapping between the block checksum and the physical-disk block in memory. Upon a subsequent write of the same payload, iDedup looks up the in-memory cache and avoids the expensive lookups in the disk-backed hash table. The stock `dmdedup` does not get such hints and hence iDedup is faster by 5.5 to 8.3 times as shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.10: File Encryption Results. The numbers on top of the light colored bars show the speedup achieved for the file encryption workload when run with unique content hints on iDedup.

File Encryption (gpg)

A 500 MB file full of random data is encrypted using the GNU Privacy Guard (gpg) program. Sky infers the encryption by using the executable name of the gpg program and passes down hints to iDedup about unique data content. iDedup uses the hint to avoid looking up and subsequently adding a new entry to the disk-backed hash table that maps block checksums to their physical-block numbers. Because most file system metadata is unique [122], Sky sends unique hints for all guest file system metadata writes also. iDedup is able to improve the runtime by 4.5 to 18.7 times over dmdedup as shown in Figure 3.10.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>W Sky (secs)</th>
<th>W/O Sky (secs)</th>
<th>SSD Speedup/Overhead</th>
<th>HDD Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>iCache</em> (Section 3.6)</td>
<td>File Name Search</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.2x</td>
<td>4.6x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPC-H on MySQL</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>(0.9x)</td>
<td>8.8x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>iDedup</em> (Section 3.7)</td>
<td>File Copy</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>1.1x</td>
<td>8.3x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with 1% dedup metadata cache size)</td>
<td>File Encryption</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>468.6</td>
<td>14.9x</td>
<td>18.7x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>iDedup</em> (Section 3.7)</td>
<td>File Copy</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>1.4x</td>
<td>6.5x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with 10% dedup metadata cache size)</td>
<td>File Encryption</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>1.4x</td>
<td>4.6x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: **Sky with SSD Backing Disk.** *Sky provides good improvements when used with iDedup and provides nominal improvements when used with iCache on a SSD backing disk. Sky poses about 8% overhead for the TPC-H query on MySQL Server workload alone. The last column shows the speedup achieved on a magnetic disk for comparison.*

### 3.8 Fast Storage Devices

Sky’s system-call interception imposes an overhead that is independent of whether a fast or slow storage device is used; therefore, the interception overhead is relatively higher when used with low-latency storage devices. Because of this, the benefits of *iCache* (Section 3.6) on a SSD storage device are not as high as those on a magnetic disk. Table 3.7 lists the speedups achieved with *iCache* and *iDedup* for various workloads on a Linux guest operating system. *iDedup* (Section 3.7) has significant benefits even when used on a SSD storage device (though not as high as when used on a magnetic disk). Decreasing the system-call interception overhead is a good future research direction in order to make Sky more beneficial when used with fast storage devices.
3.9 Deployment Scenarios and Considerations

Sky allows gathering insights about guest applications’ I/O requests at the hypervisor layer without modifying storage interfaces in virtualized settings. Big companies that run large scale services can use Sky in their data centers in order to gather insights without going through the pains of modifying the guest Operating System and maintaining those modifications with newer versions of the guest Operating System. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) cloud service providers can also allow their customers to sign up for Sky as a feature that can provide better caching, deduplication and also allow applications to supply hints. Without Sky, the guest Operating System interfaces have to be modified to talk to the hypervisor using a pre-agreed API in order to pass hints about I/O requests.

In this work, we demonstrated the utility of Sky in improving the performance of caching and deduplication systems for a few workloads. Sky is not a generic solution that is able to improve the performance of all types of workloads and applications. For example, the overhead due to system-call interception might not be low when compared to the workload run-times for compute bound applications. Also, for really fast storage devices, the overhead due to system-call interception might not be low when compared to the disk I/O latencies. In the future, Sky can be made to mitigate this using self monitoring. For example, Sky can periodically monitor the performance benefits it delivers for monitored processes (in terms of higher cache hit ratios and deduplication benefits) and then turn-off monitoring those applications which are not benefiting. Our current prototype implementation does not do this yet.

3.10 Summary

We first motivate the need for Sky by discussing the benefits of implementing cross-layer optimizations at a single spot – the virtual machine monitor in our case. Pervasive
changes to many layers and interfaces makes it hard to deploy innovations in real systems and subsequently in maintaining them. It is essential for Sky to have information in order to implement optimizations to manage resources efficiently. We present system-call interception and system call injection as a core mechanism that can be used to gain necessary insights about a guest virtual machine and the applications running in it without requiring modifications to the storage layers or their interfaces. We are able to gather the same insights and reap similar benefits as past research work that had to modify certain storage layers and their interfaces.

We then detail the design of Sky and the interception framework it provides. Sky selectively intercepts I/O related system calls from specific guest processes. Sky maintains a lot of detailed information about the processes that it monitors. We also discuss a technique called insight-calls which is used by Sky to read the guest operating system state. We then describe the three insights that Sky gathers for every I/O request: file size information, file system metadata vs. data and application I/O patterns. Sky also allows applications to supply insights as additional arguments to existing system calls.

We then discuss the implementation details for the prototype Sky we developed as an extension to the KVM hypervisor. Our prototype supports both Linux and FreeBSD guest operating systems. We then measure the overhead imposed by Sky for a variety of micro and macro benchmarks. We then perform three case studies using Sky. The first case study allows gathering information about guest applications like: the block lifetimes and the accuracy of guest file system metadata vs. data classification. The second case study implements and evaluates a smart caching system in the hypervisor called iCache that gives higher priority to small files and file system metadata. The third case study is about a smart inline deduplication system called iDedup in the hypervisor that handles encrypted and file-copy content differently. We finally show that Sky is also effective for the faster solid state drives; though not as much as for the hard disk drives.
Chapter 4

Corruption Resilient Check and Repair

With the advent of large scale distributed storage systems that are made up of hundreds and thousands of disks, it is very important to handle disk failures like corruptions. In this chapter, we study the corruption resilience of NoSQL distributed systems and classify I/O requests to selectively enhance corruption resilience and recovery. We selectively store certain files along with replicas and checksums to protect them from corruption. Additionally, we use I/O Classification on file granularity during recovery from corruptions.

A new breed of scalable storage systems plays an increasingly important role in the modern datacenter. Loosely (and occasionally, inaccurately) referred to as “NoSQL” storage, these systems (including Cassandra [113], MongoDB [42], and many others [36, 39, 52, 99, 110]) are designed to be hugely scalable and resilient to faults, while serving a variety of application requirements. Thus it is no surprise to see these systems widely deployed in production; for example, thousand-node Cassandra clusters exist within Apple and Netflix [138].

However, unlike traditional storage, these systems do not yet enjoy the benefits of a rich and well-developed storage management toolchain. For example, features such as cluster-wide, consistent snapshots and wholesale backup/restore are not widely
available [82, 85, 88]. Instead, users rely upon these systems to stay up and working, hoping that the data redundancy within the storage system is enough to keep data available.

One particular area that has received little attention in these storage systems is that of storage checking and recovery. In traditional systems, tools such as `fsck` [29, 125, 126] form a critical part of the overall storage management toolchain. Such tools were essential to recover corruptions resulting from the improper shutdown procedures [126] and other errors. Techniques such as journaling [155, 212] or copy-on-write [31, 80, 159] provide a way for file systems to maintain consistency in the presence of crashes and improper shutdown procedures. But “bad” images still arise due to disk drive failures [10, 14, 14, 23, 48, 56, 66, 70, 92, 102, 112, 133, 140, 146, 153, 156, 174, 175, 178, 179], RAM failures [35, 176, 194] and bugs in software [43, 61, 201, 226]. Software bugs could cause corruptions in three different ways: they can (i) directly alter or corrupt the data being written to disk, or (ii) cause a torn write, wherein only a portion of the data block is written successfully, or (iii) lead to a misdirected write, wherein the data is written to either the wrong disk or the wrong location on disk, thus overwriting and corrupting data [26, 156]. Latent sector errors occur when a sector becomes inaccessible and such errors may occur five times more often than absolute disk failures [20, 173, 177]. Anecdotal evidence has shown the prevalence of storage errors and corruptions [136, 139]. Checker tools are necessary to help a user recover most of their data successfully in such scenarios.

One might think that a sophisticated and complete check-and-recover tool is unnecessary in the era of redundant storage. For instance, each data item is generally replicated and thus a crash of a single node should not lead to data loss; furthermore, the entire system is unlikely to crash and thus leave the system in an incorrect or inconsistent state.

However, we believe that check-and-recovery tools are needed in this environment for the following reasons. First, catastrophic failures are indeed possible; the likelihood of system-wide outages, perhaps leaving the system in a hard-to-recover state, is low but
(unfortunately) non-zero \([8, 24, 44, 46, 50, 51, 59, 68, 76, 105, 141, 207, 227]\). In such a case, a check-and-repair tool may be needed to fix critical data structures and restart the system. Second, as snapshotting tools become commonplace \([104, 168, 181–183, 197, 211]\), users wishing to access (potentially inconsistent or damaged) snapshots could first make use of a check-and-repair tool, thus enabling them to access the snapshot for further usage. Finally, effective single-node check-and-repair has the potential to speed up local node crash recovery; after a crash, local data structure repair can likely operate more quickly than a full-state restore (via copy from a remote node).

In this chapter, we first analyze existing NoSQL storage systems, in order to better understand their deficiencies and needs with regards to check and repair. Specifically, we perform a thorough study of the corruption-resilience capability of three distributed key-value stores: MongoDB \([42]\), Cassandra \([113]\) and Riak \([110]\). We empirically find that the check and repair tools that come with these distributed storage systems have poor corruption resilience. For example, in all the three systems we study, the checker tool often leads to poor results (e.g., further corruption) when attempting repair. Specifically, in Cassandra and MongoDB, more than 99.9\% of the bytes on disk are not properly recoverable by existing tools.

Based on our analysis, we design and implement DSCK, a distributed storage-system check and repair framework. DSCK includes three major components to enable the construction of a robust check-and-repair tool for a NoSQL storage system. The first component is a local redundant store for critical (and otherwise, non-replicated) metadata. DSCK intercepts I/O requests at the library-call level and classifies them based on the destination file to enable transparent checksummed local replication only for those specific files for which the NoSQL store does not already maintain checksums. DSCK uses a configuration file with file-path prefixes, patterns and suffixes to achieve the file classification.

Our I/O interception and classification technique is non invasive because it does not
require any modifications to the NoSQL store, the operating system or the file system. Moreover, it does not need super-user or administrator privileges. This makes it easy to adopt DSCK in existing deployments. One alternate invasive approach to achieve the same results would have been to modify the NoSQL store and the system call interface to allow the NoSQL store to explicitly specify to the lower level storage about which files need additional checksums and replication. Another alternate invasive approach would be to just modify the NoSQL store to add checksums for the files that currently don’t have checksums. Both these invasive approaches require that these changes be done again in order to support a new NoSQL store. Maintaining backwards compatibility with the past release version of the NoSQL store is also a challenge. This makes it hard to adopt, deploy and maintain such invasive approaches in real deployments.

The second component of DSCK is a generic checker framework that classifies I/O at the file granularity and invokes the checker module for the specific file-type. The checker uses checksums (whether inherent in the system, or added by the interception layer) to determine whether corruption has occurred within the data or metadata of a system. The third component is a recovery tool that classifies the corrupted files based on their file-type and chooses the appropriate recovery strategy. The recovery tool uses the local redundant store as well as a host of other techniques to perform an exhaustive fix of on-disk structures.

We evaluate DSCK by implementing DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}, a check-and-repair tool that can find and fix problems in a Cassandra storage system. We find that our approach (including I/O interception and additional integrity protection) imposes negligible overhead when adding recoverability to most files stored by Cassandra; additional protection (of the Commit Log) incurs modest overheads under write-heavy workloads. We also show that DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} greatly improves the amount of data that can be recovered via repair. Standard Cassandra tools recover only 37.5\% of its files and less than 1\% of data when corrupted; DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} can recover 99\% of files and 89\% of
data with little performance overhead, and nearly all files and data if some performance loss can be tolerated. Finally, we show that DSCKCassandra greatly improves local-node restore time, replacing a multi-hour process with a repair that takes minutes, in proportion to the size of the corrupted file rather than the entire node’s data.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first analyze existing systems and their recovery tools (Section 4.1). We then discuss DSCK’s design (Section 4.2) and its implementation of the Cassandra check/repair tool (Section 4.3). Finally, we perform various experiments (Section 4.4) and summarize in (Section 4.5).

4.1 System Analysis

To better understand the state of the art in modern NoSQL storage systems, we first analyze the behavior of three popular systems – MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak – that are widely used in deployment [83, 86, 89]. We choose these systems for their importance (each is used in production), source-code diversity (MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak are written in C++, Java, and Erlang, respectively), and architectural diversity (they each apply different techniques for replica management).

We perform five distinct analyses. First, we perform corruption resilience analysis to understand how effective the standard check and repair tools that come with each system is. Second, we enact file category analysis to understand what each system stores in the file system and how each item should likely be protected. Third, we introduce corruption recoverability analysis to understand the impact of corruption upon files within each system. Fourth, we perform essential file analysis to determine which files must be intact during node or system startup. Finally, we find out which files have checksums associated with them for detecting corruption through corruption detectability analysis.

Our first analysis unveils weaknesses in existing systems, highlighting problematic aspects of existing tools. The latter four are then critical in identifying how to improve
### Table 4.1: Corruption resilience of current repair tools

This table shows the efficacy of the check and repair tools that come packaged with the distributed systems in repairing corrupted files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributed System</th>
<th>Repair Results</th>
<th>Num. Files (%)</th>
<th>Data Size MB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MongoDB</strong> (Total 26 Files)</td>
<td>Data Lost (Permanent)</td>
<td>21 (81%)</td>
<td>1238 (99.99%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fails w/ Error</td>
<td>1 (3.8%)</td>
<td>7.0\times10^{-5} (6\times10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finishes w/o Repair Repairs</td>
<td>2 (7.6%)</td>
<td>0.004 (3\times10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>2 (7.6%)</td>
<td>0.006 (4\times10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cassandra</strong> (Total 194 Files)</td>
<td>Fails w/ Error</td>
<td>100 (51.6%)</td>
<td>16 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infinite Loop</td>
<td>20 (10.3%)</td>
<td>528.4 (86.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Repaired Repairs</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
<td>67.1 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>72 (37.1%)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Riak</strong> (Total 442 Files)</td>
<td>Not Repaired Repairs (Eventually)</td>
<td>68 (15%)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairs</td>
<td>374 (85%)</td>
<td>853 (99.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now evaluate how effective the standard check and repair tools that come with these distributed storage systems are in detecting and recovering from data corruptions? We empirically find that these tools are not resilient to data corruptions. Cassandra’s check and repair tool, called *scrubber*, fails to even run to successful completion when any one of the 61.9% of files it stores on disk is corrupted (Table 4.1). Similarly, MongoDB’s tools repair corruption only for two small files.

We perform this empirical evaluation using a temporary Btrfs [159] snapshot of the uncorrupted disk-state for each of the distributed storage system being studied. This uncorrupted snapshot is taken after loading the systems with 500K entries that each consist of an *id* field and 10 other 100 bytes sized fields containing random data using the YCSB [47] benchmark. We corrupt one single file in this temporary uncorrupted snapshot by overwriting it completely with random data or zeroes. Then, we run the repair tool that comes packaged with the distributed storage system and collect its...
output. The entire experiment is repeated three times to validate the results. We ignore files containing metrics, configuration settings and diagnostic logs for this experiment because these files are not repaired by the standard check and repair tools. We now discuss the results from this experiment.

**Cassandra:** The standard disk-state check and repair tool in Cassandra is called a *scrubber*. There are two versions of this tool. One called *sstablescrub* that is run offline when the node is down and another called *nodetool scrub* which is run while the node is online [87]. For this experiment, we run both tools one after another on a corrupted disk-state. As shown in Table 4.1, the *scrub* tools (both offline and online) output an Error or throw a *Java Exception* for 51.6% of the files. They get into an infinite loop for 10.3% of the files. The looping arises because the *scrubber* is not able to handle corrupted data when trying to read old SSTables (sorted string tables) and replace them with new ones. The *scrub* tools run successfully without any errors only for the remaining 37.1% of the files that comprise solely of all the SSTable component files that end with “Summary.db”, “Digest.crc32”, and “TOC.txt”. These files are not used by the *scrub* tools for reading the contents of the old SSTables.

**MongoDB:** MongoDB’s *repairDatabase* tool aims to be analogous to the *fsck* tool for file-systems but it comes with a few warnings: it must be avoided when there are other replicas or backups available that can be used to restore the corrupted data because it can loose data during recovery. This tool removes the corrupted data but does not recover it [137]. MongoDB allows plugging in a lower-level storage engine like RocksDB or WiredTiger. We configured MongoDB to use RocksDB as the lower-level storage engine. RocksDB is a local key-value store written in C++ that uses log structured merge trees for storing data on disk. MongoDB’s *repairDatabase* tool is not properly integrated with the lower-level RocksDB’s repair tool and therefore does not invoke RocksDB’s repair tool during recovery. Thus, we ran our experiments with a two-step repair procedure: first, the lower-level RocksDB’s repair tool is run followed by MongoDB’s *repairDatabase*
tool.

The corruption resilience of this repair procedure is shown in Table 4.1. Only two files are repaired after a corruption (that too by RocksDB’s repair tool and not by MongoDB’s repairDatabase tool). MongoDB, when used with the RocksDB storage-engine, stores the bulk of the data in SST (sorted string table) files. Corrupted SST files are archived by RocksDB’s repair tool (along with an alert that some data might have been lost). This removes corruption and allows running the repairDatabase tool without any errors but data is permanently lost in this process. Alternatively, when we ran the repairDatabase tool without first running RocksDB’s repair tool, it always crashed with errors like “invariant failed”, “out of memory”, and “assertion failed” when dealing with corrupt SST files. Since MongoDB does not have read-repair or anti-entropy features that could recover the lost data over time, this data loss is permanent. Others with extensive experience with MongoDB also make a similar claim: that the MongoDB repair tools are really “corruption-ectomies” because they remove corruption but may not leave behind much clean data and that though these tools are not great, they allow one to get the server running again [42].

Riak: Riak has different techniques for repairing different types of files like secondary indices, search indices, LevelDB files, and partitions [84]. We used a custom repair script that first invokes the LevelDB repair, then clears the Anti-Entropy state, invokes a repair on the affected partition and then finally rebuilds the Anti-Entropy state. As shown in Table 4.1, this repair procedure recovers from corruption in almost all files except for 68 critical files that store cluster state, virtual nodes state, and ring status. These files do not have any checksum protection on them. When these files are corrupted, it mostly results in the node failing to boot up or subsequently failing while serving read requests. For the rest of the 374 files that are repaired, the appropriate Anti-Entropy repair procedures must be invoked right away in order to recover the data from the other replicas. The current policy in Riak is to trigger Anti-Entropy check periodically
(when it is enabled). Any data lost during repair will be recovered only during the next scheduled Anti-Entropy check or during a read-repair when the lost data is read by the user.

4.1.2 File Category Analysis

The following analyses focus on how data is stored by each system, in order to better understand how to detect and recover from corruptions within each. Each system distributes data and metadata across many nodes within a distributed system, and within each node utilizes a local file system for all such information. Thus, we must first understand how data and metadata are stored within the local file system of each node.

To do so, we perform a file category analysis. This empirical evaluation determines what type of content is stored in each file. For example, does a file contain user-supplied data, an index, or configuration information? We automatically classify files into one of ten semantic categories.

Knowledge of file contents is critical for any check-and-recovery tool. For example, a file that contains diagnostic logs need not necessarily be protected from data corruptions using checksums; in contrast, a file containing metadata essential for user-data access must be properly protected to enable detection and repair.

Our analysis automatically categorizes files into one of ten semantic file-types (with occasional manual intervention required). These semantic file-types were created considering how the files differ on aspects like: the information that they contain, the purpose of the information in them, their effect on the distributed storage system when they are corrupted, the possibility of detecting a corruption in them, the possibility of recovery after corruption, the difficulty of recovery, etc. The results of this analysis for the three distributed storage systems is shown under the column titled “File Category” in Figures 4.1 to 4.4.
Figure 4.1: Error detection and recoverability analysis summary. This figure shows the amount of data stored on disk by a single node for the YCSB [47] benchmark by MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak. The on-disk files are categorized by the type of content they contain, the data-integrity protection they have and their recoverability after a corruption.
The description about the ten different semantic file types follows. The data supplied by the user is stored in three categories of files. The actual table files, categorized as *Data Table*, are the final storage locations of the user-supplied data. Often, the user-data is first written to a write-ahead log for consistent recovery from a crash [170]. Such logs are categorized as *Data Log*. Indices created for the efficient data retrieval from the *Data Table* files are categorized as *Data Index*.

Files containing information about the distributed cluster of nodes such as peer details, ring topology, token ranges, and partition maps are classified under the *Cluster State* category. The *Consensus State* category contains files with information about the consensus reached among the distributed nodes. Files containing information about the divergence of state across peer-nodes with identical data for future reconciliation through anti-entropy protocols are classified as *Anti-Entropy State*. Files categorized as *BookKeeping* contain information like process identities, locks, checksum digests, list of files, identifiers, and manifests. In the cumulative summary graph in Figure 4.1, *Cluster State, Consensus State, Anti-Entropy State*, and *BookKeeping* categories are represented by a single new category called *Internal State* for brevity.

Files containing debug, error or information logs generated while the system runs are classified as *Diagnostic Logs*. *Config* files contain configuration information used to tune the behavior of the distributed storage systems. Files containing metrics about the various operations that have been completed in the past are categorized as *Metrics*. These three categories are represented as a single new category called *Metrics, Conf, Log* in the cumulative summary graph in Figure 4.1.

As seen in the column titled “File Category” in Figure 4.1, most of the on-disk files stored by the distributed storage system are related to the user-supplied data – they fall under the *Data Table, Data Log, and Data Index* categories. Compared to other distributed storage systems, Riak maintains more internal state on disk. The major contributor to this is the active anti-entropy state that Riak always maintains about the divergence
Figure 4.2: **Analysis of files stored by Cassandra.** This figure shows the various files created by Cassandra along with information like: the type of content stored in them, the data-integrity protection available for them and the recoverability after a data corruption. The size of the bar graphs is in log-level scale to improve the visibility of small data sizes.
of state across peer-nodes. Cassandra, on the other hand, creates anti-entropy state
only during a repair session [57]. The total on-disk storage used by MongoDB is almost
twice that of Cassandra because all the data inserted using the YCSB benchmark are also
stored in the oplog collection along with a timestamp for replicating it from the primary
to the secondary nodes of a replica set. Old entries in the oplog collection has not yet
been reclaimed because the total size allocated for it is 990 MB out of which only 596 MB
has been used.

Figures 4.2 to 4.4 show how the different categories of files are spread out under the
file-system hierarchy for the three distributed storage systems. Files that are of the same
type are often stored in the same directory. The directories are named and laid out on
disk based on the type of information stored in the files residing in them. This is useful
for implementing file-specific check and repair because prefix strings over file names and
paths can be used to specify how different file categories need to be protected against
corruption, checked for detecting a corruption and recovered from a corruption. For
example, prefixes can be used in Cassandra to specify that all files within the system and
system_schema directories are important and they need to be protected against corruption
even if the associated costs are high.

4.1.3 Corruption Recoverability Analysis

Our next analysis focuses on corruption within the data and metadata of each NoSQL
system. Specifically, within this corruption recoverability analysis, we classify each file
based on the techniques that can be used to recover lost content after a data corruption
or inconsistency. To perform this analysis, we both scrutinize source code as well as
created automation in order to categorize files into four categories based on: “possibility
of recovery”, “the ease of recovery”, and “the need for new tools for recovery”. The
results of our analysis are shown under the column titled “Recoverability” in Figures 4.1
to 4.4. The description about the four categories is as follows.

Certain files are not essential for the correct functioning of the system and hence do not need any recovery technique. For example, files used to log what happened in the system for manual analysis during a future debugging session and files that are useful to know the metrics on the various operations that happened in the past. Such files are categorized as Non critical. Files that can be recovered using remote replicas are classified under the Using Replica category. Files that do not have any other replica but are important for the health of the distributed storage system are classified as Critical. Files that can be recovered by regenerating them using the tools that come with the distributed storage system are classified as Regenerate.

4.1.4 Essential Files Analysis

We also experimentally evaluate the corruption resilience of each system. We first identify the files that are essential for these systems to start up and call them essential files. These files are read by the distributed storage system when it is starting up. When corrupted, these files will prevent the distributed storage system node to start up even after running the standard repair tools that come with the distributed storage system.

Our approach for detecting essential files consists of two phases. In the first phase, we bring up a 3-node cluster from scratch, load data using the YCSB [47] benchmark, bring the cluster down, and finally take a snapshot of each local disk using the Btrfs [159] file system. In the second phase, we load the Btrfs snapshot, corrupt one particular file in one of the three nodes by overwriting it completely with random data, run the recovery tools that come with the distributed storage system on the corrupted disk-state, and finally try to bring the cluster up. If the cluster fails to come back up, then the corrupted file is an essential file. To speed up this detection process, we automate the process for each of the three distributed storage systems. We confirmed our findings by repeating
Figure 4.3: Analysis of files stored by MongoDB. This figure shows the various files created by MongoDB along with information like: the type of content stored in them, the data-integrity protection available for them and the recoverability after a data corruption. The size of the bar graphs is in log-level scale to improve the visibility of small data sizes.
the experiment until confidence was assured.

We correlate the resulting information about these essential files against the other classifications that we do based on “File Category”, “Corruption Detectability”, and “Corruption Recoverability”. This correlation spread out under the file-system hierarchy in these distributed storage systems is shown using a light grey shade in Figures 4.2 to 4.4. As seen in the graphs, files containing Cluster State, Config, BookKeeping, and MongoDB’s system-state constitute the essential files. These files do not always have checksum protection. Some of them can be recovered using a replica or regenerated while the rest are Critical and cannot be recovered easily.

### 4.1.5 Corruption Detectability Analysis

Detecting data corruption is a prerequisite for recovery from the corruption. We now analyze the existing data-integrity protection provided by the three distributed storage systems for the various files they store on disk. This analysis will help us in designing an appropriate solution to make the distributed storage systems completely resilient to data corruptions.

We read through the relevant parts of the source code of the three distributed storage systems to understand the various on-disk file formats they use. We combined this information along with details about well-known file-formats such as BSON and XML to automatically categorize files into one of four levels of checksum-categories that vary in terms of (1) the data-integrity protection they provide over different portions of the file, (2) the computing resources they consume during file access, (3) the complexity of the software needed to maintain the checksums during writes and updates, and (4) the amount of data that needs to be recovered upon a corruption. The results of this corruption detectability analysis are shown under the column titled “Checksum Category” in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The description of the four different categories follows.
Figure 4.4: Analysis of files stored by Riak. This figure shows the various files created by Riak along with information like: the type of content stored in them, the data-integrity protection available for them and the recoverability after a data corruption. The size of the bar graphs is in log-level scale to improve the visibility of small data sizes.
Files that do not have any sort of checksum based data-integrity protection for detecting file corruptions are placed under the *No Checksum* category. Files that only have checksums over the header (the first few bytes of the file) are categorized as *Header Checksum*. Corruptions in such files that also modify any part of the checksum-protected header portion can be detected. Files that have complete data-integrity protection are categorized under the *Per-block Checksum* or *Whole-file Checksum* categories. These files have checksums over chunks of data that they contain or over the entire file respectively. Corruptions in any part of the file can be detected. With per-block checksum, the specific chunk that is corrupted can be identified so that recovery can be performed only for the corrupted chunk instead of the entire file.

As seen in the column titled “Checksum Category” in Figure 4.1, most of the on-disk files stored by the three distributed storage systems are protected using checksums. A new corruption-resilient check and repair tool only needs to add checksums for those files that do not already have checksum-protection by the distributed storage system.

### 4.1.6 Observations from the Study

We now make several observations relevant to data corruption detection and recovery in MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak and discuss their implications for a new corruption-resilient check and repair tool.

*A small amount of on-disk data including important system-state does not have data-integrity protection:* All the on-disk files that store user-supplied data, which form the bulk of the on-disk state, are protected with checksums by MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak. However, the auxiliary files generated from the user-data like those that store indices, bloom filters, and statistics are not always protected with checksums. Moreover, other important files that store system-state like table namespaces, list of tables, other metadata, peer-node details, consensus state, configurations, identities, and security
keys are also not always protected with checksums. Corruptions to these important files that store critical system-state can make all the other uncorrupted data in the node inaccessible. For example, in Cassandra, the files that store the statistics and index components of the SSTables (sorted string tables) containing the system-state are not protected with checksums. Even essential files that are necessary for the system to start up are not always protected by checksums as shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4.

Without checksums, it is hard to detect a data corruption and fail-fast. Although traditional file system checkers [29, 125, 126] relied on parsing on-disk state and validating their integrity and sanity in order to detect corruption, many modern file systems use checksums to detect corruptions in metadata, data or both [31, 111, 159, 172, 224]. Therefore, when the distributed storage system reads the corrupted content and interprets it, unknown erratic behavior could occur. It is computationally exhaustive to quantify the ill effects of corruption because it varies based on the specific value of the corrupted content and it also depends on the distributed storage system’s code that interprets the corrupted data. For example, when corrupted files containing the bloom filter component of certain Cassandra SSTable files are accessed and interpreted by Cassandra’s code, it leads to either “Out of Memory” errors or does not cause any error depending on the specific corrupted value. Cassandra is known to even propagate corrupted data to other correct replicas when compression is turned off [62]. Therefore, when implementing an enhanced corruption-resilient check and repair tool, developer(s) must make sure all the important and critical files stored on disk are protected with checksums.

**MongoDB, when used with RocksDB storage-engine, stores system-state and user-data in the same SST (sorted string table) file on disk:** It is not a good idea to combine system-state that is critical to the correct functioning of the system along with the user data and store them in a single file because it complicates recovery. For example, Mon-
goDB, when using the RocksDB storage engine, stores cluster state, indices and user-data all into a single RocksDB store. This leads to both system-state and user data getting stored in a single SSTable file on disk. A small corruption to the user-data stored in a SST file that contains both user-data and system-state could lead to the entire SSTable file along with the system-state getting archived by the RocksDB recovery tool. A robust check and repair tool must know such behavior in order to recover corrupted data correctly and completely by leveraging the existing lower-level recovery tools.

**File formats used by some low-level storage engines are not corruption resilient:** The SST file-format used by low-level data stores like LevelDB, RocksDB and the BitCask file-format used by Riak are not corruption resilient. They lose uncorrupted data while recovering from a corruption. For example, in BitCask data format used by Riak, if there is a corruption in the start of the file and the corresponding index file is also corrupted, then the entire BitCask data file is lost. A new corruption-resilient check and repair tool can perform a complete recovery only if it is aware of all the uncorrupted data that gets lost due to a corruption.

**Fixing a corrupted block in an immutable SST file requires creation of a new SST file with the uncorrupted data:** The SST file-format used by LevelDB, RocksDB and the SSTable file-format used by Cassandra are not ideal for fixing corrupted blocks. The easiest way is to create a new SSTable containing the uncorrupted data. Ad hoc solutions that do not require a full data copy are possible in certain cases but they are not guaranteed to work with future versions of distributed system software. A new corruption-resilient check and repair tool will have to delete the corrupted SSTables and regenerate them by using techniques like read-repair and anti-entropy or by explicitly fetching the relevant content from a remote replica.
Recovery tools in some low-level storage engines are not thorough and they are not integrated with the repair tools in the high-level distributed storage system: The recovery tools in RocksDB and LevelDB archive the entire SST (sorted string table) file when a single block of data is corrupted. The tools output that some data could be lost because of archiving but do not explicitly say what data has been lost. Moreover, these low-level storage engines are not integrated with the higher-level repair tools. For example, MongoDB’s repairDatabase tool does not invoke RocksDB’s repair tool. In such scenarios, a system administrator needs to know enough details about the internals of the distributed system to figure out what data has been lost and how to recover the lost data. Alternatively, a full repair, if available, needs to be run which could consume significant time and resources. A new corruption-resilient check and repair tool that leverages the existing recovery tools must be wary of this behavior to implement a correct and complete recovery.

Certain corrupted files can be regenerated by just deleting them and triggering their regeneration: There are some files that, when corrupted, lead to incorrect behavior of the distributed storage system but do not cause harm if they are deleted and regenerated. Some such files are regenerated by the distributed storage system software automatically after detecting their absence. While others can be regenerated by invoking certain tools. For example, in Riak: a file named “riak_core_ring.default.20161018190730” that contains information about the ring containing the distributed nodes is successfully regenerated after a corruption by just deleting it and then restarting the node. In Cassandra, auxiliary Index.db components in a SSTable can be deleted after a corruption and the scrubber tool can be executed to regenerate them. However, when these files are left corrupted, the distributed storage system fails to boot up even after running the check and repair tools that come with the distributed storage system. A new corruption-resilient check and repair tool can take advantage of this observation by just deleting
and regenerating corrupted files instead of repairing them.

4.1.7 Summary

Most of the user-stored data is protected using checksums while some small files that are critical for accessing the rest of the data are not protected with checksums. An unrecoverable corruption to these critical files could make all other data inaccessible. Some critical files can be regenerated after a corruption by just deleting them and triggering their regeneration using existing tools. The repair procedure in all the three systems do not use the remote replicas to immediately recover corrupted content that is also available in a remote replica; Cassandra and Riak rely on anti-entropy to eventually recover the lost data while MongoDB permanently loses data.

4.2 DSCK

DSCK is a framework that can be used to implement file-specific corruption detection and recovery. It provides a corruption-resilient store that can be used to store important files that are hard to recover after a corruption. Mirrored copies of such files are kept along with checksums. DSCK allows writing customized plug-in scripts that can check and recover specific file categories. The goal of DSCK’s check and repair tool is to be able to detect and recover from data corruption in files. DSCK works on the offline disk-state when the node is not running. We expect DSCK to be invoked by the user, the system administrator or through a watchdog daemon that notices that the NoSQL application has crashed. DSCK does not attempt repairs of file-system metadata. DSCK avoids the need to fall back on the time-consuming recovery option of replacing the entire node.
4.2.1 Design

DSCK comprises of three main components. Figure 4.5 shows the various components of DSCK and where they are placed with respect to the distributed storage system.

Corruption-Resilient Store: This component transparently stores a selected set of files, that do not have any data-integrity protection provided by the distributed storage system, in a corruption-resilient fashion by maintaining locally mirrored copies of the files along with checksums over 4 KB chunks. The mirrored copies and the corresponding checksum files are stored on disk at a location that is spatially distant from the original file that is being protected. The corruption-resilient store makes the task of writing checkers easier.

Figure 4.5: DSCK components. This figure shows the components of DSCK: the shared library used to maintain the corruption-resilient store, the checker and the repairer placed alongside the other components of the distributed storage system and the operating system.
because the checksums can be used to verify a file’s integrity instead of parsing the file contents to validate by checking for sane values.

**Checker:** This component uses the checksums to detect any data corruptions on the offline disk-state of the distributed storage system.

**Repairer:** DSCK allows custom scripts to be plugged in that can be used to check and recover files of a specific file-type in a given distributed storage system. Often, existing check and repair tools that come with the distributed storage systems can be leveraged in writing such scripts. The recovery tool uses the techniques described elsewhere (Subsection 4.2.4) to recover any corrupted files.

### 4.2.2 Corruption-Resilient Store

The corruption-resilient store maintains local replicas of a selected set of files along with 32-bit CRC checksums over 4 KB blocks to detect corruptions to the files stored in the corruption-resilient store. Only those files that do not (originally) have data-integrity protection within the distributed storage system are chosen for storage in the corruption-resilient store. Ideal candidates for corruption resilience through this store are: files that are critical to the health of the system but have a complex format that makes it challenging to write robust checkers and validators. DSCK places the local replicas on a separate disk or in regions of the same disk that are spatially distant from each other as well as the protected file because of the spatial locality exhibited by latent sector errors [19, 173]. Our current implementation of DSCK uses a modified *libjio* [28] library to atomically update the corruption-resilient store.

**Selective I/O Interception**

MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak maintain application-level checksums for user-supplied data which occupies the bulk of the disk space as shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4. However,
there is no data-integrity protection for some files that are critical to access the rest of the data. For example, Cassandra does not have data-integrity protection for the non-data files within an SSTable. Our goal is to complement the pre-existing partial data-integrity protection provided by the distributed storage system. DSCK does not add checksums for those files that already have data-integrity protection provided by the distributed storage system and for those files that can be easily recovered after a corruption. DSCK uses a configuration file for each distributed storage system that dictates which files need corruption resilience through DSCK by using patterns, prefixes, and suffixes over file names and paths. We evaluate DSCK’s overhead with different configurations for Cassandra in Section 4.4. These configurations differ in the overheads they impose (Table 4.5), the corruption-resilience improvement they provide and the corruption recovery time.

All three distributed storage systems studied use standard libraries like libc and libaio to interact with the operating system. We intercept the I/O related standard library calls by using a shim shared-library that is preloaded before the standard libraries. The library calls made by the application invoke the shim library which acts a proxy to the standard library calls. Using the shim library, DSCK transparently maintains checksum-protected local replicas of a selected set of files by intercepting write related library calls. More details about how the I/O interception shim library is implemented can be found later (Section 4.3). This approach is minimally invasive making it easy to adopt and deploy. It does not require superuser privileges and it works with any file system chosen by the system administrator and does not require modifications to the distributed storage system, runtime engines, libraries or the operating system. Moreover, adding checksums at a higher level in the storage stack instead of a lower level provides better data-integrity protection [167, 230]. Although we have not ported DSCK to different operating systems, this technique of using a preloaded shim library is known to be portable across Linux, Windows, and Solaris [123].
Maintaining I/O Related State

DSCK maintains certain I/O-related information about each process in per-process map (from C++ standard library) data structures. Information is maintained only for those files for which DSCK selectively intercepts the I/O as described in the previous section. A map called \textit{fdinfo}, with the open file-descriptor number as key, contains information about open file descriptors like: the corresponding file path, the device id, the inode number, whether it is a directory file or a normal file, whether it is opened in synchronous mode and a read-only file descriptor if the file was opened in write-only mode. A second map called \textit{filedirtyinfo}, with the device id and the inode number as the key, contains the regions of the file that were dirtied since the last time the on-disk state was synchronized for this file using library calls like \texttt{fsync} and \texttt{fdatasync}. A third map called \textit{mmapinfo}, with the memory-mapped regions of the address space as key, contains information including the original application specified memory protection during the \texttt{mmap} library call, the backing file description, the offset in the file at which the mapping starts and the set of pages that have been dirtied since the last time the on-disk state was synchronized using the \texttt{msync} library call.

Maintaining Locally Mirrored File Copies

DSCK intercepts write related library-calls like \texttt{write}, \texttt{pwrite}, \texttt{pwritev}, etc., and performs different actions based on whether the file was opened in synchronous mode or asynchronous mode. If the file was opened in synchronous mode, then DSCK atomically updates the corruption-resilient store with the write before returning control back to the application. If the file was opened in asynchronous mode, then DSCK updates the \textit{filedirtyinfo} map with the regions of the file that are being modified. DSCK also intercepts the library calls that synchronize the on-disk state like \texttt{fsync} and \texttt{fdatasync} to update the corruption-resilient store atomically with the changes to the file since the
last synchronization of the on-disk state.

**Handling Memory-mapped I/O**

DSCK intercepts the initial `mmap` library call and checks if the request is backed by a file for which a corruption-resilient copy must be maintained as dictated by the configuration file. It then checks if the file is writable and if this is not a read-only memory map request. If all these checks evaluate positive, then DSCK write protects the memory-mapped address space region. Moreover, during initialization at the process-creation time, the DSCK shim library registers its own *Segmentation-Fault handler* in order to trap segmentation faults.

Any write accesses to the memory-mapped address space region will lead to a segmentation fault causing DSCK’s segmentation fault handler to be invoked. Upon intercepting a write access to a page, DSCK notes down that the region of the file address space has been modified in the `mmapinfo` map before removing the write protection on the page. Subsequently, when an `msync` library-call is intercepted, DSCK updates the corruption-resilient storage atomically with the modifications since the last synchronization of the on-disk state. DSCK also write protects the associated pages before synchronizing the modifications in order to detect future writes to these pages. The DSCK installed segmentation-fault handler forwards the fault to the original fault handler pre-installed before itself in case the faulting address is not a memory-mapped address that DSCK monitors.

**Ensuring Crash Consistency**

After a crash, DSCK first uses the recovery function provided by *libjio* [28] library to bring the files that were being modified during the crash to a consistent state. Then, DSCK ensures that the special files and their replicas in the corruption-resilient store match. This step is necessary because after a crash the special files could contain writes
that have not yet been synchronized by the distributed storage system using library calls like \texttt{fsync}. In this scenario, their versions in the corruption-resilient store will not contain these writes. The distributed storage system does not expect these writes to be persisted to the disk because it has not yet called any synchronizing library calls like \texttt{fsync}. We want to prevent the distributed storage system from reading the writes that are not yet in the corruption-resilient store, because it could lead to divergence between the data stored in the corruption-resilient store and the actual files stored by the distributed storage system. Ensuring that the distributed storage system starts with an on-disk state that has the same content as the corruption-resilient store avoids this problem.

4.2.3 Checker

The checker component of DSCK uses the checksums that are provided by the distributed storage system and the checksums it additionally maintains in the corruption-resilient storage to detect corruptions. DSCK leverages any checker tools that come as part of the distributed storage system to detect corruptions using the checksums that were added by the distributed storage system. DSCK detects any corruptions to files stored in the corruption-resilient storage using the checksums that it additionally maintains.

4.2.4 Repairer

We will now discuss the various recovery techniques that DSCK uses to recover the lost data once a corruption has been detected.

From DSCK’s Corruption-Resilient Store: If a local corruption-free mirrored copy of the file is available in the corruption-resilient store, then the file is recovered using this copy.

From a Remote Replica: DSCK allows using recovery scripts that can recover data lost due to data corruptions using a remote replica when possible. These scripts use any repair
tools that already come with the distributed storage system. The advantage of these recovery scripts is that they invoke the appropriate recovery tools automatically based on what data is corrupted. Without the DSCK recovery scripts, the repair tools that come with the distributed storage systems need to be invoked manually by the system administrator appropriately depending on the data that was corrupted. Alternatively, a full repair needs to be run which could consume significant time and resources.

*Using Software Regeneration:* We observed that, for some corrupted files, just deleting them and triggering their regeneration suffices. For example, an easy way to recover a corrupted immutable Cassandra SSTable is to just delete all the files for that SSTable and then invoke the `nodetool repair` command for the *keyspace* and *tablename* that contained the corrupted SSTable. However, this technique should be used with caution because regeneration could be time consuming for some files.

*Node Replacement:* In the unlikely scenario when an alternate ideal faster recovery option does not exist, DSCK falls back to the time-consuming straightforward recovery technique of taking out this node and replacing it with a new node. However, DSCK$_{\text{Cassandra}}$, a corruption-resilient check and repair tool we built using DSCK for Cassandra, does not yet use node replacement for recovery.

### 4.3 Implementation

We now discuss two critical aspects of our implementation. The first is a generic I/O interception mechanism; any check-and-recover tool built with DSCK could utilize this library as needed. The second is the detailed implementation of DSCK$_{\text{Cassandra}}$, a thorough check-and-recover tool for the Cassandra storage system.
4.3.1 I/O Interception Mechanism

DSCK uses a preloaded shim shared-library that has proxy functions for the standard I/O-related library calls in libraries like libc and libaio. The DSCK shared-library is written in C++ and is approximately 3800 LOC. Proxy functions for multiple libraries like libc and libaio can coexist in a single shim library. Listing 4.1 shows the pseudo-code of a typical DSCK proxy function.

4.3.2 Check and Repair for Cassandra

We now discuss implementation details of the corruption-resilient check and repair tool we built for Cassandra using DSCK known as DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}. We first discuss which data we must protect, then how the corruption-resilient store is utilized, and finally how the check and repair tools operate.

\textbf{Cassandra Data:} The bulk of the data stored by a Cassandra node falls under the \texttt{/node/var/lib/cassandra/data} directory which contains SSTables that each store a variety of information including system-state and user-supplied data. The SSTables containing the system-state are small in size, on the order of a few hundred KBs. SSTables, by design, are immutable and are written once but read many times. Each SSTable is composed of 8 different files. A compressed SSTable is made up of 8 files with a common prefix like \texttt{mb-1-big-} and the following suffixes: \texttt{CompressionInfo.db}, \texttt{Data.db}, \texttt{Digest.crc32}, \texttt{Filter.db}, \texttt{Index.db}, \texttt{Statistics.db}, \texttt{Summary.db}, and \texttt{TOC.txt}. An uncompressed SSTable contains a file ending with \texttt{CRC.db} instead of the file ending with \texttt{CompressionInfo.db}. Of these 8 files, the file ending with \texttt{Data.db} contains the actual user-supplied data and is checksummed by Cassandra. The other 7 auxiliary files, including the files that end with \texttt{CRC.db} and \texttt{CompressionInfo.db} that are critical to access the checksums, are not themselves protected with checksums.

\textbf{Corruption-Resilient Store:} The default policy used by DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} is to store all
Listing 4.1: Pseudo-code for a typical proxy function in DSCK’s shim library.

```c
ret_type fn_name (arg1, arg2, .. , argN)
{
    // set real_fn_name = original lib func
    if (unlikely (!lib_initialized ())) initialize_lib ();
    // pre-process this intercepted call
    pre_process_fn_name (arg1, arg2, .. , argN);
    // call the original library function
    ret_type res = real_fn_name (arg1, arg2, .. , argN);
    // post-process this intercepted call
    post_process_fn_name (res, arg1, arg2, .. , argN);
    return res;
}
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>File Name Prefix</td>
<td>“mb_txn_flush”, “mb_txn_compaction”, “CommitLog”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>File Path Contains</td>
<td>“/hints/”, “/saved_caches”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>File Name Suffix</td>
<td>“-Data.db”, “-Index.db”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced Inclusion</td>
<td>File Path Contains</td>
<td>“/data/system”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} default configuration. This table shows the files that are protected using the corruption-resilient store with the default configuration used by DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}. Files that match the “Forced Inclusion” criteria are protected even if they match an “Exclusion” criteria.

files except the following in the corruption-resilient store: the CommitLog, the temporary logs maintained during SSTable creation or compaction, the cache and hints files that are used for performance enhancement and the files ending with Data.db and Index.db containing user-supplied data. However, DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} maintains transparent corruption-resilient copies of files ending with Data.db and Index.db that contain system-state. Table 4.2 shows this default configuration. The Cassandra CommitLog files are temporary log files that are 32 MB in size each and are created periodically. These files are read from only during recovery after a crash.

An alternate policy that includes files skipped by this default policy is possible but will incur additional overheads. The overheads imposed by a few such alternate policies are shown in Table 4.5. Apart from the default policy, we evaluate three more policies
that additionally protect the following files using DSCK’s corruption-resilient store: CommitLog files, Index.db component files for SSTables storing user-supplied data, and both. Each of these policies protects a different set of files using DSCK’s corruption-resilient store and therefore differ in the overheads they impose, the corruption resilience they provide and the corruption recovery time.

**Checker:** The DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} checker, when invoked over the on-disk state of a Cassandra node, first checks for any data corruptions. DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} uses the Cassandra created checksums to verify the integrity of files ending with \textit{Data.db} that contain user-supplied data. For the files ending with \textit{Index.db} that contain indices over user-supplied data, the checker verifies their integrity by using the knowledge about the format of the \textit{Index.db} file and \textit{Data.db} file. An inconsistency at this stage indicates a corruption of the \textit{Index.db} file because the integrity of the \textit{Data.db} file is verified in the previous step using Cassandra created checksums. For the remaining files that are protected by DSCK using the corruption-resilient store, DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} uses the checksums that it maintains to verify their integrity. Corruptions in the hints and cache files that are used by Cassandra for performance enhancement are neither checked nor recovered but are simply deleted during recovery. We wrote the core checker logic for Cassandra in the Java language in 451 LOC by reusing the classes that come with the Cassandra source code.

**Repairer:** DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} uses the following techniques to bring the on-disk state to a corruption-free state: the corruption-resilient store is used to recover corrupt files that are protected by it, a modified version of the \textit{nodetool scrub} tool that comes with Cassandra is used to regenerate the corrupted \textit{Index.db} files from the corresponding \textit{Data.db} files, the remote replicas are used to recover corrupted \textit{Data.db} files containing user-supplied data by first deleting the SSTables containing them and then using either the anti-entropy [57] (with the \textit{nodetool repair} command) or the read-repair [58] feature in Cassandra. We wrote part of our recovery tools in the Java language in 556 LOC. We also use shell scripts to invoke the core checker logic and then the appropriate recovery
Table 4.3: Experimental setup. This table shows the setup used for our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>128 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>2x Intel E5-2630 2.4GHz (16 cores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Drive</td>
<td>1.2 TB HDD and 480 GB SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Onboard 1Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS, FS</td>
<td>Linux (Kernel 4.4.0), Ext4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>MongoDB-3.2.9, Cassandra-3.11.0, Riak-2.0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: DSCK_{Cassandra} overheads for micro-benchmarks. This table shows the run time of flexible I/O tester (fio) tool for various micro-benchmarks when run with and without DSCK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Without DSCK (secs)</th>
<th>With DSCK (secs)</th>
<th>% Runtime Overhead</th>
<th>% DSCK Added Writes</th>
<th>% DSCK Added Reads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seq. Reads</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq. Writes</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq. RW Mix</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand. Reads</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand. Writes</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand. RW Mix</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: DSCK_{Cassandra} overheads. The table shows the run time of Cassandra when using varying levels of protection using the corruption-resilient store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Runtime (secs)</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>530.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (default)</td>
<td>533.1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (+index)</td>
<td>662.5</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (+log)</td>
<td>771.3</td>
<td>45.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (+index,log)</td>
<td>774.2</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Evaluation. The table shows the run time of Cassandra when using varying levels of protection using the corruption-resilient store.

4.4 Evaluation

We answer three questions in the evaluation of DSCK_{Cassandra}. First, what is the cost of using it during runtime, under a write-heavy workload? Second, how effective is it as
compared to standard Cassandra repair tools? Finally, how much more quickly can we repair a node rather than reinstall it from scratch?

4.4.1 DSCK’s Overhead

In the following experiments, we measure the costs involved in using DSCK to maintain checksummed replicas by using micro-benchmarks as well as the Cassandra NoSQL store.

**Micro-benchmarks:** We first measure the overhead imposed by DSCK on various micro-benchmarks using the flexible I/O tester (fio) benchmark tool [17]. All these workloads work on 20 different files each of size 50 MB amounting to a total of 1 GB. For the read-write mix workloads, we use a 60-40 configuration that issues 60% reads and 40% writes. All the I/O requests issued are synchronized to the disk using an fsync at the end of the workload. We configured DSCK to use a separate SSD disk other than the SSD disk used by the workload. As seen in Table 4.4, DSCK does not add any overheads for read only workloads. For the sequential writes and the sequential read-write mix workloads, DSCK introduces 2x the total number of writes to maintain checksummed replicas. This is because DSCK first duplicates the dirty data to a journal file and then checkpoints them to the actual replica file. The additional work done by DSCK for the sequential writes and the sequential read-write mix workloads leads to 200% and 37% overhead in the runtime. Our current implementation of DSCK handles random writes, when maintaining checksummed replicas, by reading chunks of sequential file regions that cover the dirty random writes. This reduces the total number of I/O requests but introduces writes for non-dirty data too. Therefore, DSCK introduces 8x and 4x additional writes for random writes and random read-write mix workloads leading to a runtime overhead of 9.5x and 2.6x respectively. For the random read-write mix workload,
28% additional reads are required by DSCK because our current implementation reads non-dirty file regions between dirty random writes.

**Cassandra:** We now measure the overhead imposed by DSCK on a Cassandra cluster from the client side. For this purpose, we run the YCSB benchmark with 4000 threads against a 3-node Cassandra cluster with the machine configuration as listed in Table 4.3. We run each Cassandra daemon as a single docker container on each node. The 1.2 TB magnetic disk is used by the Cassandra daemon while the 480 GB SSD is used by DSCK for the corruption-resilient store. Because DSCK does not intercept library calls that perform reads, we use an insert-only workload that inserts 25 million entries. This workload is a worst-case scenario for DSCK as realistic workloads will contain reads as well. The average total runtime reported by the YCSB benchmark when running with and without DSCK are shown in Table 4.5. When running with DSCK, we use different configuration files that alter which files are protected using the corruption-resilient store. The average total runtime when using DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} with the default configuration is just 0.5% more than the average total runtime without DSCK. When using the default configuration, corrupted *Index* files are recovered in time proportional to their size by regenerating them from the corresponding *Data* file using the *scrub* tool. Their recovery times can be improved to under 5 minutes if the *Index* files are also protected in the corruption-resilient store; this configuration incurs a 25% runtime overhead under write-heavy workloads. Similarly, a configuration that also protects the *CommitLog* incurs a 45.4% runtime overhead but allows quick recovery of said files.

### 4.4.2 Corruption Resilience

We now use an experiment similar to the one we used earlier (Subsection 4.1.1) to evaluate the corruption resilience of the standard check and repair tool except for two differences: first, we run the DSCK check and repair tool for Cassandra instead of the
standard repair tool that comes with the distributed system and second, in every run, we corrupt multiple files belonging to the same file category instead of just one file to reduce the experiment time. The results, when using the default configuration detailed in Subsection 4.3.2, are shown in Table 4.6. The DSCK check and repair tool, when using the default configuration shown in Table 4.2, recovers all corrupted files except the CommitLog and improves corruption recovery to 89% of bytes stored on disk and to 99% of files stored on disk. When using a configuration that additionally protects the Index files similar corruption recovery results are achieved. If DSCK is run in a configuration where the CommitLog files are also protected (using the corruption-resilient store), then DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} can recover all the files and 100% of the bytes on disk. Alternately, if recovery time is not an issue, then the corrupted CommitLog files can be deleted and a full anti-entropy repair \cite{57} can be run to recover any lost data.

### 4.4.3 Alternate Corruption Resilience Techniques

**Replacing an Entire Node**

When a node’s disk state is corrupted and cannot be recovered using the repair tools that come with the distributed storage system, it can be replaced with a new node that is bootstrapped from other live replicas. Recovering lost data from other replicas takes significant time and reduces reliability. We measured the node replacement time for MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak. The time taken to recover a single node is on the order of several hours for all systems (Table 4.7). In contrast, in many cases a small corruption can be repaired with a better check-and-recover tool. The table also shows the performance of DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} under four different configurations in repairing a local corruption within one node of the cluster. Instead of taking many hours to repair the node via full-store reconstruction from other nodes, DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} can repair many corruptions in minutes: most Index and Data files are repaired in under 30 minutes; all
Table 4.6: **DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} corruption resilience.** This table shows the number of files and the data on disk that DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} recovers after a corruption when used with the different configurations described in Subsection 4.3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Files Recovered (%)</th>
<th>Data Recovered (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (&quot;default&quot; or &quot;+index&quot;)</td>
<td>192 (99%)</td>
<td>544.5 MB (89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSCK (&quot;+log&quot; or &quot;+index,log&quot;)</td>
<td>194 (100%)</td>
<td>611.6 MB (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: **Time to restore failed node.** This table shows the time taken to replace a failed node using the other live replicas and the time taken by DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}’s check and repair tool to fix the failed node.

small system files protected using the corruption-resilient store are repaired in under 5 minutes.

Using File System’s Corruption Resilience Features

File Systems like Btrfs and ZFS provide inbuilt RAID [149] protection. We now evaluate using Btrfs how its RAID protection features can be used to improve the corruption resilience of Cassandra. Modern NoSQL stores need to maintain replicas on separate machines spread across fault domains to handle various failure scenarios like power failures and hardware failures. Not keeping another local replica of the content that is already replicated remotely saves storage space and is preferable. Therefore, we craft a scheme that avoids locally replicating content that is already replicated on a remote machine. We partition two hard disk drives each into two 200 GB partitions. We then
create two Btrfs file systems each using a single partition from each of the two disks. In one Btrfs file system, which we call file system 1, we configure all data and metadata to be protected using RAID1 replication along with checksums. In the other Btrfs file system, which we call file system 2, we configure the data to not be replicated by choosing one of three different configurations: (a) we just use a single partition in which case there is a single copy for data but there are two copies for the metadata placed within a single partition; (b) we use two partitions and chose Btrfs’s “single” option for data which spreads the files between the two partitions but uses RAID1 for metadata; or (c) we use two partitions and choose RAID0 striping across the two partitions for data but use RAID1 mirroring across the two partitions for metadata. It must be noted that in the file system 2, we ensure metadata always has two copies.

We store the on-disk folders maintained by Cassandra into one of the two Btrfs file systems and use symbolic links to create the file layout that Cassandra expects. We store the following folders in the Btrfs file system 2 that does not replicate data: “ycsb” folder that contains user stored content, “saved_caches” and “hints” folders that can be deleted if they get corrupted because they are needed for performance improvement and not correctness. All other folders are stored in the Btrfs file system 1 which protects everything including data using RAID1. Table 4.8 shows the time taken for inserting 25 million entries each of size approx. 1 KB using the YCSB benchmark application on the various Btrfs configurations. When using a single Btrfs file system without any corruption resilience, the time taken is 518.6 seconds. When using a configuration where the file system 2 just uses a single partition where only metadata is duplicated within the same partition, the time taken is 516.1 seconds. When the file system 2 is configured to store data in RAID0 striped fashion, the time taken for this workload is 391.5 seconds because of the increased disk parallelism due to striping. When the file system 2 is configured to store data in a “single” mode which allocates files between the two partitions, the time taken is 494.3 seconds.
Table 4.8: **Corruption resilience through Btrfs.** The top portion of the table shows the average time taken in seconds out of 8 trials along with the standard deviation for a YCSB workload benchmark that inserts 25 million entries each of size approx. 1 KB when using Btrfs file systems with varying replication configurations. For convenient comparison, the bottom portion of the table shows the time taken for the same workload with different configurations of DSCK copied over from Table 4.5.

The Btrfs scrub tool allows manually checking for disk corruptions and repairing them using the replicas. When compared to DSCK, the Btrfs approach has both advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that the performance of the Btrfs approach is very high because the replication and checksumming is integrated within the file system and is implemented very efficiently. The main disadvantage is that we need to create multiple file systems and we can only control at the folder level which files go into which file system. For example, this limitation is manifested in our configurations as not being able to replicate the very small auxiliary files associated with the user stored data. This is because these files are in the same folder as the files that store user stored data which are already replicated remotely and therefore we do not want them to be replicated locally as well. Another disadvantage with the Btrfs approach is that it takes away the freedom to use any file system.
4.5 Summary

We started this chapter by motivating the need for robust check and repair programs in distributed NoSQL stores. NoSQL stores are increasingly prevalent because they are linearly scalable. It is not uncommon to see thousand node deployments of such NoSQL stores. Such systems often maintain three or more replicas of the data in isolated fault domains to guarantee data availability in the presence of failures. However, the storage management toolchain is poorly developed in such NoSQL systems. For example, there is a lack of robust check and repair tools which are necessary in various scenarios like: during cluster-wide failures, to repair corrupted snapshots, and to quickly repair corruptions without requiring time-consuming full-node replacement from the other replicas. We also empirically show that the check and repair tools/techniques that come with three modern NoSQL stores – MongoDB, Cassandra and Riak – are very simplistic in design and do not handle data corruptions well.

We then take a “measure twice cut once” approach to this problem by first thoroughly studying the corruption resilient capability of the three NoSQL stores. We analyse these systems along the following questions: what semantic content do various files contain and how they are laid out hierarchically on the file system?, how hard is it to recover a corrupted file?, and what sort of data integrity protection is available to detect a corruption? We also specially look at certain essential files that are necessary for the system to start up. We make several observations from our study and state their implications for building a robust check and repair tool.

We then discuss the design of a framework, called DSCK, which enables implementing robust check and repair tools. DSCK consists of three main components - a corruption-resilient store, a checker and a repairer. The corruption-resilient store intercepts I/O related library calls made by the NoSQL system and classifies the I/O requests based on the destination file in order to transparently maintain checksummed
local replicas only for a selected set of files. Files that do not already have any data integrity protection from the NoSQL store or are hard to recover after a corruption are good candidates for protection through the corruption-resilient store. DSCK uses a configuration file with file-path prefixes, patterns and suffixes in order to guide the I/O classification. The checker relies on checksums – either those provided by the NoSQL store or the ones transparently added by DSCK – to detect corruptions using a file-type specific approach. The repairer uses several techniques to recover corrupted files. The appropriate recovery technique is chosen based on the type of file that is corrupted. Files protected through the corruption-resilient store are recovered from it. Data that is remotely replicated by the NoSQL store is recovered by fetching the corrupted content from the remote replica. Content that can be regenerated from other files using software are recovered using regeneration.

We then discuss the implementation and evaluation of DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}, a check and repair tool for Cassandra, that imposes negligible overhead during normal operation but improves the corruption resilience tremendously. DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} is able to recover all files except the commit log files after corruption in the default configuration. A different configuration is able to recover the commit log files too but with approximately 45% overhead for a worst-case write only workload. Moreover, the recovery times for DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra} is in the order of minutes while a full-node restore from replicas takes several hours.
Chapter 5

Related Work

Several researchers have worked on I/O classification in the past. The D-GRAID [188] RAID array classifies all I/O on semantically related data into a single class and places them in within a unit of fault containment. Using this strategy, D-GRAID achieves graceful degradation and quick-recovery in the presence of disk failures. X-RAY [22] uses graybox [12] techniques to classify data that is likely to be in the cache from the rest. Using this I/O classification, X-RAY implements an exclusive RAID cache that does not store data that is already present in the file system cache above it. Muthian et al. classify live blocks from dead blocks in a storage disk using two different techniques. They use this classification to implement a secure deleting disk that shreds logically deleted block so that deleted data can never be recovered. They also list out a range of other applications of classifying live blocks from dead blocks.

Self* [130] classifies files in an NFS server using machine learning techniques (decision trees). It exploits the strong associations between a file’s properties and the names/attributes assigned to it. XN, the stable storage system for the Xok exokernel [101] also dealt with issues of classifying data blocks from metadata blocks. XN employed a template of metadata translation functions called UDFs specific to each file type. The responsibility of providing UDFs rested with the file system developer,
allowing the kernel to handle arbitrary metadata layouts without understanding the layout itself. We develop three new I/O classification techniques that are non-invasive and work under a variety of file systems without significant implementation effort.

5.1 David Related Work

Memulator [71] makes a great case for why storage emulation provides the unique ability to explore non-existent storage components and take end-to-end measurements. Memulator is a “timing-accurate” storage emulator that allows a simulated storage component to be plugged into a real system running real applications. Memulator can use the memory of either a networked machine or the local machine as the storage media of the emulated disk, enabling full system evaluation of hypothetical storage devices. Although this provides flexibility in device emulation, high-capacity devices requires an equivalent amount of memory; David provides the necessary scalability to emulate such devices. In turn, David can benefit from the networked-emulation capabilities of Memulator in scenarios when either the host machine has limited CPU and memory resources, or when the interference of running David on the same machine competing for the same resources is unacceptable.

One alternative to emulation is to simply buy a larger capacity or newer device and use it to run the benchmarks. This is sometimes feasible, but often not desirable. Even if one buys a larger disk, in the future they would need an even larger one; David allows one to keep up with this arms race without always investing in new devices. Note that we chose 1 TB as the upper limit for evaluation in this chapter because we could validate our results for that size. Having a large disk will also not address the issue of emulating much faster devices such as SSDs or RAID configurations. David emulates faster devices through an efficient use of memory as backing store.

Another alternative is to simulate the storage component under test; disk simulators
like Disksim [33] allow such an evaluation flexibly. However, simulation results are often far from perfect [63] – they fail to capture system dependencies and require the generation of representative I/O traces which is a challenge in itself. Finally, one might use analytical modeling for the storage devices; while very useful in some circumstances, it is not without its own set of challenges and limitations [184]. In particular, it is extremely hard to capture the interactions and complexities in real systems. Wherever possible, David does leverage well-tested analytical models for individual components to aid the emulation. Both simulation and analytical modeling are complementary to emulation, perfectly useful in their own right. Emulation does however provide a reasonable middle ground in terms of flexibility and realism.

Evaluation of how well an I/O system scales has been of interest in prior research and is becoming increasingly more relevant [228]. Chen and Patterson proposed a “self-scaling” benchmark that scales with the I/O system being evaluated, to stress the system in meaningful ways [40]. Although useful for disk and I/O systems, the self-scaling benchmarks are not directly applicable for file systems. The evaluation of the XFS file system from Silicon Graphics uses a number of benchmarks specifically intended to test its scalability [200]; such an evaluation can benefit from David to employ even larger benchmarks with greater ease; SpecSFS [220] also contains some techniques for scalable workload generation.

Similar to our emulation of scale in a storage system, Gupta et al. from UCSD propose a technique called time dilation for emulating network speeds orders of magnitude faster than available [74]. Time dilation allows one to experiment with unmodified applications running on commodity operating systems by subjecting them to much faster network speeds than actually available.

The classic text on disk drive modeling by Ruemmler and Wilkes [166] describes the different components of a disk drive in detail, and evaluates the ones that are necessary to model in order to achieve a high level of accuracy. While disk drive technology
and capacity have changed a lot since the paper was originally published, much of the underlying phenomena discussed then are still relevant.

Extraction of disk drive parameters has also been the subject of previous research to facilitate more accurate storage emulation. Skippy [203], developed by Talagala et al., is a tool for microbenchmark-based extraction of disk characteristics. Skippy linearly increases the stride while writing to the disk to factor out rotational effects from seek. Our disk model is optimized to run for large disks by introducing artificial delays between successive requests; a linear increase in stride is unacceptably slow for extracting parameters of large disks.

Worthington et al. describe techniques to extract disk drive parameters such as the seek profile, rotation time, and detailed information about disk layout and caching [222]. However, their techniques and the subsequent tool DIXtrac that automates the process, rely on the SCSI command interface [169], a limitation that is not acceptable since the majority of high capacity drives today use non-SCSI interfaces like IDE, ATA and SATA.

An orthogonal approach for disk modeling is to maintain runtime statistics in the form of a table, and use the information on past performance to predict the service times for future requests [11]. Popovici et al. develop the Disk Mimic [154], a table-based disk simulator that is embedded inside the I/O scheduler; in order to make informed scheduling decisions, the I/O scheduler performs on-line simulation of the underlying disk. One major drawback of table-based approaches is the amount of statistics that need to be maintained in order to deliver acceptable accuracy of prediction.

5.2 Sky Related Work

Mesnier et al. implement I/O classification by modifying the operating system and application to pass down classification information that can be used by the storage system for better caching [131]. IOFlow, a software defined storage architecture, classified
I/O requests at the VM granularity and enforced policies at various points in the I/O path [208]. Sonam et al. improve the performance of the *dmdedup* deduplication system by modifying the guest applications and file systems to generate hints [122]. In contrast, Sky obtains I/O-classification hints on a per system call basis without modifying the guest operating system or the file systems and reaps similar benefits. Sky also provides an equally expressive interface to modified I/O applications when compared to the above previous works as discussed in Subsection 3.2.6. However, Sky targets virtualized-storage in the context of VMM while the previous works are more broadly applicable.

Several caching algorithms have been proposed in the past such as LRU-K [143], ARC [127], 2Q [94], MQ [232], LRFU [114] etc. Our work on associating priorities with insights is complementary to these caching algorithms because these algorithms differentiate between disk blocks only based on their access patterns while Sky associates semantic meaning to the blocks. For example, Sky allows hits on data from a high-paying customer to be better than hits on data from a low-paying customer.

Several past research works have shown that insights can be gained by the storage systems using the knowledge of the on-disk layout of file systems [5, 186, 188, 189, 205]. Having more complex logic in the storage systems can make them less robust and more expensive. Sky generates insights with considerably lesser complexity in the storage.

Virtual Machine Introspection [79] in general and system-call interception specifically [53, 152] have been applied for malware analysis and other security applications in the past. LibVMI [118, 150] is a library to access the guest VM details that primarily supports memory accesses and events based on memory accesses. LibVMI has examples to show how to intercept system call entries but not system call exits. Sky uses system-call interception on both system call entry and exit for generating hints to improve storage performance. Sky introduces a new technique to intercept system call exits that use the IRET instruction in the Intel processors when compared to the past work on system-call interception using hardware extensions [53, 152]. Virtuoso [55] automatically generates
programs for accessing guest operating system information using training programs, trace collection and dynamic slicing. Techniques in Virtuoso could be used to fasten up certain parts of Sky like getting the PID of a process.

Roselli et al. use the auditing infrastructure in UNIX and the filter driver in Windows NT in order to collect and analyze traces to understand different file system workloads (e.g. block lifetimes) [161]. Sky obtains similar information about the block lifetimes through system-call interception. FADED [186] provides secure file deletes by providing block liveness to the storage device. It detects file deletes and truncates implicitly by tracking file system on-disk data structures and also making small modification to file systems when necessary. Sky directly intercepts \texttt{unlink}, \texttt{truncate} and related system calls to know about file deletes and truncates. Because Sky uses checksums, there is a loss of accuracy in rare scenarios when file system metadata and data content generate the same checksums. A more sophisticated future version of Sky could avoid this inaccuracy by using file system knowledge.

VirtFS is a paravirtualized file system that avoids the overheads associated with a generic networked file system by leveraging the 9p distributed file system protocol directly on top of a paravirtualized transport [100]. Sky could be used with VirtFS in order to allow guest applications to pass hints to VMM without modifying the 9p protocol and the VirtIO transport.

Gu et al. bridge the semantic gap between a VM and the VMM by running a process from the host on the guest VM under the cover of an existing running process in the guest [72]. Such an approach will be costly for Sky because intercepting system calls at userspace level is expensive due to the kernel boundary crossings and the context switches between the monitored and monitoring processes.

Geiger [96] explores techniques to passively infer useful information about guest operating system’s unified buffer cache and virtual memory system in order to provide eviction based cache placement. Sky is complementary to Geiger and gives higher prior-
ity to small files, file system metadata and application classified higher priority content. Antfarm [95] describes techniques used by the VMM for tracking the existence and activities of guest operating system processes without detailed knowledge of a guest’s internal architecture or implementation. Sky tracks threads in addition to processes. Moreover, Sky intercepts system calls to track I/O performed by processes.

5.3 DSCK Related Work

Many past research works have studied the corruption resilience of storage systems. Ganesan et al. studied the effects of corruption on eight modern distributed storage systems and find that they do not consistently use redundancy to recover from file-system errors [62]. Another observation from their work is that modern distributed systems often crash when handling corruption locally leading to more severe global cluster-wide effects. Lakshmi et al. use type-aware pointer corruption to evaluate the corruption resilience of Windows NTFS and Linux Ext3 file systems [21]. They find that both these file systems do not recover from most corruptions including those scenarios where there is enough redundant information to perform recovery. Sriram et al. inject faults into the MySQL [145] DBMS system and find that corruptions can lead to untimely crashes, data loss and incorrect results [195]. All these systems show poor corruption resilience. We also find poor corruption resilience in the check and repair tools that ship with the modern distributed storage systems that we investigated in this paper.

Marinescu et al. intercept library calls made by an application using the LD_PRELOAD technique to inject faults [123]. They build a tool called LFI that automatically prepares fault scenarios and use them to inject faults. Patterson et al. build a tool called FIG (Fault injection in glibc) for injecting faults at the application/system boundary. DSCK uses the same interception technique as previous works but for a different purpose: to maintain corruption-resilient replicas for a selected set of files. Maintaining replicas
of files for performance and reliability is a widely used technique in several file and storage systems [31, 149, 159]. DSCK maintains local replicas of a selected set of files along with checksums and protects them from the effects of corruption.

File systems have had check and repair tools for a long time [29, 37, 120, 125, 126]. Such tools often use the redundancy of certain file system structures to recover from a corruption. DSCK also maintains local replicas of the distributed storage system’s metadata in order to enhance corruption-resilience and recovery.

Many systems have selectively replicated metadata to enhance performance and reliability. D-GRAID [188] is a RAID storage array that selectively replicates semantically critical data to ensure that the storage array gracefully degrades in the presence of failures. IRON file system [156] also selectively replicates metadata in order to improve the robustness in the presence of failures. Gnothi [218] is a block-replication system that selectively replicates metadata to enhance availability and failure recovery. PARTE [117] is a parallel file system that replicates and distributes a file’s metadata in order to provide high availability. DSCK also selectively replicas the distributed storage system’s local node metadata to improve availability in the presence of failures.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation focused on “non-invasive I/O classification” as a means to improve storage systems by developing novel easily deployable applications. We developed three new non-invasive I/O classification techniques that further work with many different file systems without the need for significant additional effort. Our contributions with the three novel applications are in diverse but important areas like benchmarking, virtualized storage and corruption-resilience of distributed NoSQL storage. We believe that our applications are more widely adoptable when compared to other solutions that require extensive modifications to one or more components in the storage stack to make them work with a particular storage configuration.

The first novel application we develop is a novel benchmarking emulator called David that removes the frustration in doing large-scale experimentation on realistic storage hardware – a problem many in the storage community face. David makes it practical to experiment with benchmarks that were otherwise infeasible to run on a given system, by transparently scaling down the storage capacity required to run the workload. David creates a “compressed” version of the original file-system image by omitting all file data and laying out metadata more efficiently; an online storage model determines the runtime of the benchmark workload on the original uncompressed image.
We showed that David reduces storage requirements by orders of magnitude; David is able to emulate a 1 TB target workload using only an 80 GB available disk, and predicts the actual runtime accurately. David can also emulate newer or faster devices, e.g., we showed how David can effectively emulate a multi-disk RAID and a futuristic SSD disk using a limited amount of memory. David works under any file system as demonstrated in this paper with Ext3 and Btrfs.

Our second contribution is a smart caching and deduplication system in the hypervisor that classifies I/O requests and treats them differentially – file system metadata and small files get higher priority in the cache, encrypted file content and file-copy are handled efficiently during deduplication. We achieve this using Sky, an extension to the VMM that gathers insights and information by intercepting system calls made by guest applications. We use system-call interception as a core technique so that a VMM can gather insights and information without requiring modifications to the guest operating system or the guest application. Sky uses system-call interception to gather insights about guest application issues I/O requests. We showed through experiments that system-call interception is an efficient way to obtain useful insights about I/O-bound guest applications with minimal overheads (under 5%). We showed how Sky gains three specific insights – guest file-size information, metadata-data distinction, and file-content hints – and uses said information to enhance virtualized-storage performance. By caching small files and metadata with higher priority, Sky reduces the runtime by 2.3 to 8.8 times for certain workloads. Sky also achieves 4.5 to 18.7 times reduction in the runtime of an open-source block-layer deduplication system by exploiting hints about file contents. Sky works underneath both Linux and FreeBSD guests, as well as under a range of file systems, thus enabling portable and general VMM-level optimization underneath a wide range of storage stacks.

Our third contribution enhances the corruption-resilience of the check and repair tools that come with modern distributed NoSQL stores. Check-and-recover tools have
long formed a core part of the storage management toolchain. As we have shown, modern NoSQL systems do not yet have such robust check-and-recover, and thus a gap exists in how such systems are managed. We introduced DSCK, a generic framework to aid in the construction of check-and-recover tools for such systems. Our analysis of the check and repair tools that come with MongoDB, Cassandra, and Riak showed that they are not resilient to various data corruptions. The results of our analysis directly feed into the design of DSCK, which provides a local corruption-resilient store, an I/O interception library, and a base check/repair framework, all of which can be customized to meet the needs of a specific storage system. We have implemented DSCK$_{\text{Cassandra}}$, a full-fledged check-and-recover tool for Cassandra. DSCK$_{\text{Cassandra}}$ improves corruption recoverability from 37.5% of the files to nearly 100% of the files stored by Cassandra while inducing little to modest performance overheads. We also showed that using DSCK$_{\text{Cassandra}}$ to repair certain file corruptions enables full-node restore in minutes rather than hours.

6.1 Learnings

We now describe some of our learnings from the systems we build towards this dissertation.

**Non-Invasive techniques are possible:** With careful thought, it is feasible to develop non-invasive, easy to adopt techniques that can provide the same benefits as their invasive counterparts. We showed three examples in this dissertation where a non-invasive design was chosen in preference over an invasive approach. Depending on the final application being built, one has to be careful about the overheads imposed by the non-invasive approach.
I/O classification is easier higher up in the storage stack: There is more information higher up in the storage stack making it is easier to classify I/O requests. More importantly, classifying I/O requests higher up can often tolerate changes in the storage components below it in the storage hierarchy. For example, implementing DSCK by intercepting library calls and implementing David and Sky by implementing system calls makes our techniques tolerate different file systems.

Innovators can explore farther when unconstrained by physical resources: Procurement of physical resources can hamper innovations; especially if the resources are in the design stage. We were able to explore a new disk interface called “nameless writes” that helps lower the cost of huge capacity SSD drives with the aid of David emulator tool. We would not have been able to perform this innovation if we did not have David.

Hardware mechanisms are well suited for novel applications: Hardware mechanisms are a very powerful means to implement novel applications. They impose low overheads and are well tested for robustness. We used the hardware mechanisms in the modern processors with virtualization extensions to intercept system call entry and exit in order to gather insights with Sky.

The uncommon failure scenarios don’t get the attention they deserve: Uncommon failures in distributed storage can cause catastrophic damages like permanent data loss or several days of service interruption. The financial impact of such catastrophic failures can be huge [8, 24, 44, 46, 50, 51, 59, 68, 105, 207, 227]. The check and repair tools in the distributed storage systems studied in Chapter 4 do not safely handle the uncommon scenario of corruption to critical system files. They lose access to existing user data or need the help of an expert to salvage the uncorrupted data. In rare scenarios, such errors can lead to much more serious failures like multi-hour service outages. The repair tools in LevelDB and RocksDB lower level database engines handle corruption by archiving
the affected SST files in their entirety. Such archived SST files often have uncorrupted data too. Instead, these tools need to try and recover the lost data along with cooperation from the higher level distributed NoSQL stores.

6.2 Future Work

In this section, we list out opportunities for future research work related to this dissertation.

**Speed-up mode for David:** It will be beneficial for the file system benchmarking community to make David work in a *speed-up* mode that resembles simulation; either completely or partially during certain phases of the workload. The *speed-up* mode can significantly reduce the total benchmark time. However, the challenge is to accurately predict the benchmark runtime.

**Develop Storage Models for more devices:** We have emulated a magnetic disk, a simple software RAID-1 device and an SSD device using David. In the future, it will be a worthwhile exercise to make David emulate more devices including complex hardware RAID configurations. This will make David a versatile and widely usable tool.

**Sky for windows operating systems:** Sky currently supports the Linux and FreeBSD operating systems. Making Sky support a much different operating system like Windows will make it more universal. We expect some new challenges here because Windows differs significantly from the Unix-flavored operating systems.

**Evaluate workloads that use mmap exhaustively with Sky:** Although Sky handles memory-mapped workloads, our evaluation did not extensively test this. In the future,
evaluating applications like database servers that exhaustively use `mmap` will add
additional data points to the evaluation of Sky.

**Alternate techniques for use with Sky:** There is scope for evaluating three alternate
techniques for use with Sky: (1) Sky currently uses insight-calls to read the guest
operating system state. In the future, Sky could explore other techniques [55] that can
be used to fetch the required information directly from the guest operating system’s
memory. (2) Sky uses executable names and file extensions to detect applications that
encrypt files. In the future, more sophisticated techniques that examine the contents of
the executable binary as well as the file contents could be developed. (3) Our current
prototype Sky implementation uses a configuration parameter to identify the guest
operating system. A future version of Sky could identify the guest operating system
by using VM memory analysis [118] and details about system calls like the numbers,
arguments, return values and frequencies.

**Further decrease the system-call interception overheads:** The overheads due to system-
call interception in Sky are low enough for real I/O workloads (under 5%). This overhead
could be reduced with further research so that Sky is useful for a wider variety of appli-
cations.

**Gather more insights using Sky:** Exploring more insights for improving the virtualized-
storage or for achieving broader goals is a promising research direction. Sky, being part
of the hypervisor, is in a unique powerful position to gather insights with less difficulty.

**Corruption resilient check and repair for MongoDB and Riak:** We used DSCK to im-
plement a corruption resilient check and repair tool for Cassandra called DSCK\textsubscript{Cassandra}.
Implementing similar tools for MongoDB, Riak and other distributed NoSQL stores will
definitely prove useful in improving their corruption resilience.
6.3 Summary

I/O classification is a well known technique that has a wide range of applications \cite{22, 117, 131, 188, 218}. This dissertation emphasizes the need for deployable, non-invasive I/O classification techniques that work in different configurations without significant additional effort. Our approach avoids the need to change existing interfaces or components in a storage stack unless it is absolutely necessary. We believe that our techniques lead to easier adoption in existing storage environments. We built three diverse, novel applications using such I/O classification techniques.

David, our first application, allows a storage researcher to accurately benchmark futuristic, huge capacity storage disks using much smaller available storage. David classifies I/O requests containing file system metadata from those that contain application data in order to reduce the amount of physical storage needed. Sky, our second contribution, gathers insights about guest I/O applications in a virtual machine using system-call interception. We use these insights to classify I/O requests and treat them differentially at the hypervisor level to implement smart caching and deduplication systems. Finally, we built DSCK, a framework for implementing corruption-resilient check and repair tools in modern distributed NoSQL stores. DSCK_{Cassandra}, our corruption-resilient check and repair tool for Cassandra, imposes modest overheads but improves corruption-resilience and recovery times.
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